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Lydia Bazzano, MD, PhD | Tulane University
“The Bogalusa Heart Study: Forty Years of Health Disparities Research”

In 1973, through the efforts of Dr. Gerald S. Berenson, a Bogalusa native and pediatric cardiologist who recognized
the need for investigations into the childhood antecedents of adult cardiovascular diseases, the Bogalusa Heart Study
(BHS) was founded. Since then the BHS has produced seminal research on heart disease risk factors both in the
community and in the laboratory and is now the flagship study for Center for Lifespan Epidemiology Research at
Tulane University. Originally selected as a National Institutes of Health (NIH)-sponsored Specialized Centers of
Research – Arteriosclerosis, research in the BHS cohort has been funded by the National Heart Lung and Blood
Institute, National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development, the National Institute on Aging, and the American Heart Association. The BHS is unique among epidemiologic studies in the United States in having more than 40 years of prospectively collected data from childhood to mid-life on black and white
men and women. More than 1,000 publications, five textbooks and numerous monographs have been produced which describe cross-sectional and
longitudinal observations on more than 12,000 children and adults in Bogalusa, Louisiana. Many of the seminal publications from this cohort have
documented racial disparities in health beginning in childhood. Over the decades, results from the BHS have provided a deeper understanding of
the early natural history of cardiometabolic risk, coronary artery disease, type II diabetes, and essential hypertension, while more recent examinations have expanded the scope of the study and extended follow-up to middle age.
Dr. Bazzano is an Associate Professor of Epidemiology in the Tulane University School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine. She hold the
Lynda B. and H. Leighton Steward Professorship in Nutrition Research along with serving as the Director of the Center for Lifespan Epidemiology
Research. She received her undergraduate, graduate and medical training at Tulane University and completed her residency training at Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center in Boston, Mass. She has worked with the Bogalusa Heart Study since 2010 and currently serves as the Chair of the Bogalusa Heart Study Program Steering Committee, its Medical Director and Principal Investigator of R01AG041200 investigating the role of vascular
aging in cognitive and physical performance in the Bogalusa Heart Study cohort.

Shelley White-Means, PhD | University of
Tennessee Health Science Center
“Disparities in Breast Cancer Mortality: A Perfect Storm in Memphis”

The primary objective of this research is to explore unique characteristics of the Memphis breast cancer experience
such that the largest racial disparity in breast cancer deaths in the nation occurs in Memphis, Tennessee, and has
persisted for over a decade. We used primary data collected from patients and providers, epidemiological data from
the Health Department, and FDA data on certified mammography facilities. To explore breast cancer survivors’
experiences, a focus group was held with 10 African-American women using a 14-question semi-structured interview
guide. Interviews were held with 7 medical, surgical, and radiation oncologists. Data were analyzed using qualitative
techniques. GIS mapping explored relationships between MQSA certified mammography facilities, mortality risk, race, and income. Survivors
identified barriers that included lack of knowledge; concerns about negative repercussions of treatment for their marriage and family life; communication challenges with physicians, especially about relieving pain; and inability to pay for follow-up treatments due to loss of jobs and insurance.
Oncologists noted the relatively higher likelihood that African-American women lack transportation, have inadequate education that makes engaging in treatment decision-making difficult, fear based on cultural norms, and lack insurance. GIS analysis informed that cities with the highest racial
disparities in breast cancer survival are also cities where income and racial segregation exist, and African-Americans are more likely to be poor and
live in areas with limited or no access to MQSA-certified breast cancer screening. The storm requires new models of health care delivery and a focus
on health care system and community infrastructure change.
Dr. White-Means is Professor of Economics in the Department of Clinical Pharmacy and Translational Sciences in the College of Pharmacy at the
University of Tennessee Health Science Center. She received her undergraduate training at Grinnell College and her Masters and Doctoral training
at Northwestern University. Dr. White-Means previously served as Vice-Chair, Pharmaceutical Sciences and Chair of the PhD program in Health
Outcomes and Policy Research at UTHSC. Prior to her current appointment at University of Tennessee, she served on the faculty at Cornell University and University of Memphis. Dr. White-Means was funded by the National Institute on Minority Health and Health Disparities to develop the
Consortium for Health Education, Economic Empowerment and Research (CHEER), a community-based research focused health disparities center.
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Michael E. Hall, MD, MS, FAHA, FACC | University
of Mississippi Medical Center
“Perinephric Fat, Hypertension, and Renal Dysfunction”

We are interested in how fat inside the abdomen, specifically fat in and around the kidneys, may increase the risk for
kidney damage and high blood pressure. We hypothesize that fat around and within the kidney, compresses the kidneys
leading to increased salt reabsorption and increased blood pressure. We are using cutting-edge imaging techniques with
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the kidneys to measure kidney oxygenation and blood flow in obese and nonobese individuals with and without high blood pressure to understand these mechanisms. We are also trying to develop
new imaging biomarkers that detect kidney injury in obesity before irreversible damage occurs, and whether weight loss
(i.e., with bariatric surgery) improves these changes.
Dr. Hall is an Associate Professor of Medicine in the Division of Cardiology in the School of Medicine at the University of Mississippi Medical
Center. He received his undergraduate training from the University of Mississippi, his medical training and fellowship training at the University of
Mississippi Medical Center and additional fellowship and graduate training at Wake Forest University Health Sciences. Dr. Hall currently serves as
Principal Investigator on a K08 award funded by NIDDK. Dr. Hall holds secondary faculty appointments in the Department of Physiology and Biophysics and Department of Radiology. He also serves as the Associate Director for Clinical Research for the Mississippi Center for Heart Research
and the Associate Program Director for the Cardiology Fellowship Program.

Melody N. Waller, PhD, MSN, RN | University of
Tennessee Health Science Center
“Factors Associated with African-American Women’s Sexual Health and Risk Behavior”

An examination of sexual and reproductive health reveals that multiple conditions pose a burden on the health of
African American women (AAW). Disproportionate rates of sexually transmitted infections, unintended pregnancy,
and sexual violence reveal the need to integrate a broader construct to address the multiple factors known to contribute to disparities affecting this group. Current health promotion efforts fail to address the multiple components
involved in sexual health and/or risk behavior and have been unsuccessful in curtailing disparities in this population.
Recently, the concept of sexual health has been recognized for its potential to improve population health by addressing pertinent emotional, relational, and sexual aspects involved in individuals’ sexual behavior, decision making,
and negotiation. The Sexual Health Model is used in this study to identify the multiple dimensions involved in AAW’s health and participation in
behaviors known to increase their sexual risk.
Dr. Waller, RN-to-BSN option coordinator and assistant professor for the University of Tennessee Health Science Center, received her Bachelor's
of Science in Nursing degree from the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, her Master's of Science in Nursing focusing on Nursing Education
with a concentration in Maternal-Child Health from the University of Memphis, and her Doctor of Philosophy in Nursing Science degree from
UTHSC. Dr. Waller's recent practice and research efforts have been directed toward women’s health and improving the sexual and reproductive
health status of African American women. Her work has also focused on utilizing progressive education strategies in both Gerontological and
Maternal Child Health Nursing. Dr. Waller joined the faculty of the College of Nursing in October of 2009. Her experience within the nursing
profession includes work in the areas of obstetrics and maternity nursing, and maternal-fetal, cardiac and kidney transplant research. Dr. Waller's
teaching responsibilities include providing both clinical and didactic instruction within the BSN and PhD in Nursing Science programs.
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Sarah Sterling, MD | University of Mississippi
Medical Center
“The Chronic State of Obesity and the Acute Response to Sepsis”

Obesity remains an epidemic facing modern health care. While the understanding of obesity as both a chronic disease
and as a culprit in the development of numerous chronic diseases continue to grow, the effect of the chronic state
of obesity on acute illness remains uncertain. In sepsis and septic shock, the effect of obesity on outcomes has been
conflicting with some reporting higher rates of organ failure, ICU length of stay, and mortality in obese patients, while
others show improved mortality in overweight or obese patients. This presentation will focus on a current translational
investigation that aims to further explore the acute response to infection at varying degrees of severity and the effect
obesity has on that response. The overarching hypothesis of this work is that obesity results in a chronic state of inflammation which is protective at low to moderate levels of obesity during an acute physiologic stressor.
Dr. Sterling is an Associate Professor of Emergency Medicine in the School of Medicine at the University of Mississippi Medical Center. She received
her undergraduate training from the University of Mississippi and her medical and fellowship training at the University of Mississippi Medical
Center. Dr. Sterling serves as the Assistant Research Director and Associate Residency Director for the Department of Emergency Medicine. She also
serves as a mentored investigator for the Mississippi Center for Clinical and Translational Research Investigator Development Program (PI: Wilson).

Katherine T. Mills, PhD, MSPH | Tulane University

“Implementation of Multi-Faceted Patient-Centered Treatment Strategies for Intensive Blood Pressure Control (IMPACTS)”
The recently published SPRINT Trial reported that more intensive blood pressure (BP) treatment (target systolic
BP<120 mmHg) reduced major cardiovascular disease by 25% and all-cause mortality by 27% compared to standard
BP treatment (target systolic BP<140 mmHg) among hypertensive patients. The Implementation of Multifaceted
Patient-Centered Treatment Strategies for Intensive Blood Pressure Control (IMPACTS) trial is aiming to answer
the next important question - how to implement a more intensive BP treatment program in real-world clinical
practice, especially in populations with health disparities. In partnership with 36 federally qualified health center
(FQHC) clinics across Louisiana and Mississippi, 1,260 adults with inadequately controlled hypertension will be recruited to test a multicomponent intervention for intensive blood pressure control, including protocol-based treatment, team-based collaborative care, BP audit and feedback,
home BP monitoring, and health coaching. The difference in mean change in systolic BP from baseline to 18 months between the intervention and
control group will be assessed, as well as the difference in the proportions of patients with systolic BP <120 mmHg and <130 mmHg, mean change
in diastolic BP, and quality of life. The IMPACTS trial begins in June 2018 and will recruit 1,260 FQHC patients across Mississippi and Louisiana
over a one year period. IMPACTS investigators are collecting data on a number of demographic, clinical, and behavioral factors, and are open to
collaboration on additional data collection to make the most out of this large, diverse, low-income, rural and urban sample of FQHC patients in
Louisiana and Mississippi.
Dr. Mills is an Assistant Professor of Epidemiology in the School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine at Tulane University. Dr. Mills received
her doctor of philosophy in epidemiology from Tulane University. Before returning to Tulane, she completed a postdoctoral fellowship in cardiovascular disease epidemiology at Johns Hopkins University. Her research interests include cardiovascular and renal disease epidemiology, implementation science, and health disparities in the burden and treatment of cardiovascular and renal disease. Dr. Mills currently serves as a junior faculty
investigator on the Tulane COBRE in Clinical and Translational Research in Cardiometabolic Diseases (PI: He).
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Cynthia Karlson, PhD | University of Mississippi
Medical Center
“Impact of Race and Socioeconomics on Psychological Outcomes in Childhood Cancer”

Complex relationships between race and socioeconomic status have a poorly understood influence on psychological
outcomes in pediatric oncology. Caregivers of pediatric patients with cancer completed the Family Symptom Inventory
(FSI) questionnaire to assess symptoms of depression and anxiety in the patient and caregiver. Patient and caregiver
depression and anxiety were modeled with multiple regression. Medical variables such as diagnosis, relapse, and survival
were obtained through chart review. In families of children diagnosed with cancer, perception of financial hardship
can adversely impact psychological wellness of caregivers. Psychosocial assessments and interventions may be especially
important for patients diagnosed at an older age and caregivers who perceive financial difficulty.
Dr. Karlson is an Assistant Professor of Pediatrics in the Division of Hematology and Oncology in the School of Medicine at the University of
Mississippi Medical Center. She received her undergraduate training from the University of Florida and completed her graduate and doctoral training
at the University of Kansas. Dr. Karlson’s research interests include pediatric chronic pain, pediatric hematology/oncology, sleep, inflammatory
biomarkers, and biopsychosocial intervention for chronic pain. Dr. Karlson currently serves as the PI on an internally-funded study, Psychosocial Risk
Factors and Biomarkers in Pediatric Brain Tumor Survivors.

Stacy Drury, MD, PhD | Tulane University

“Networks of Opportunities: Building Interdisciplinary and Cross University Studies to Support
Clinical Trials for our Youngest and Most Vulnerable”
Despite significant efforts by the FDA development and testing of new treatments, both pharmaceutical and otherwise, in pediatric populations, particularly our youngest, remains slow and insufficient. Too many interventions are
used in children with insufficient evidence. Even more problematic there is a paucity of studies that include appropriate diversity, defined, economically, racially or geographically (e.g. rural, urban) in clinical studies, particularly
in pediatric populations. Over the last two years, as a result of support from the IDeA State Pediatric Clinical trials
network, LPHI, and Tulane University we are poised to exponentially increase our ability to bring cutting edge pediatric clinical trials to the Gulf South. Cognizant of the unique challenges in our populations, both in terms of rates of mental and physical health
problems and socioeconomic limitations, we also recognize the unique opportunities for both our patients and for larger networks of research that
bringing these trials to the major centers in the Gulf South offers. This talk will outline the progress made, unique trial networks focused on this and
strategies, both local and regional, expected to address these challenges and leverage the unique opportunities we have to improve the health and
well-being of children.
Dr. Drury is the Remigio Gonzales MD Professor of Child Psychiatry and Vice Chair of Research in the Department of Pediatrics in the School
of Medicine at Tulane University. She also serves as the Associate Director of the Tulane Brain Institute. Dr. Drury completed her undergraduate
training at the University of Virginia, graduate training at the University of Michigan, medical and doctoral training at Louisiana State University
Health Science Center and her residency training at Tulane University. She is the director of the Behavioral and Neurodevelopmental Genetics Laboratory (BANGL). Current ongoing NIH-funded research projects include studies examining the association between telomere length and other
epigenetic markers and neurodevelopment in a longitudinal study of children with a history of institutional care. She is also exploring, in collaboration with the Department of Community Health Sciences the use of telomere length as a marker of the cumulative exposure to early adversity in
community recruited children
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Anne H. Zachry, PhD, OTR/L | University of
Tennessee Health Science Center
“The Early STEPs Project”

The overarching focus of the Early STEPs Project is to improve social determinants of health in order to reduce the
health disparity gap. The purpose of the project is to identify early developmental delays in infants and young children
in a health disparate population and to collect preliminary data to lay the groundwork for a future grant proposal.
Individuals with less education have poor health outcomes and shorter life expectancies than well-educated individuals,
and research reveals that poverty is directly related to limited education. An innovative approach is needed to overcome
barriers, improve health literacy, and educate parents on effective parenting strategies for this population. Through
the Early STEPs Project, occupational therapists and occupational therapy students are providing developmental
screen¬ings to underserved children, providing parenting strategy and stress management consultation, referring families to early intervention and
therapy services as appropriate, and following up to ensure that services are initiated and resources are utilized. By increasing parental competence,
including knowledge of language and motor skills development and decreasing parental stress, the environments of underserved children will be
enriched so that these children will have improved educational and health outcomes and reach their full potential.
Dr. Anne Zachry, Assistant Professor and Chair of the UTHSC Department of Occupational Therapy, is a graduate of the University of Tennessee
Health Science Center and the University of Tennessee at Knoxville. She received a PhD in Educational Psychology & Research from the University
of Memphis in 2010. Prior to joining the UTHSC Occupational Therapy faculty in 2013, Dr. Zachry practiced as a pediatric occupational therapist
for over 20 years in a variety of pediatric settings, including the local public school system. Her research interests include enhancing infant and child
development through the provision of occupational therapy services. Her books, “Retro Baby: Cut Back on all the Gear and Boost Your Baby’s Development with over 100 Time-Tested Activities” and “Retro Toddler: More Than 100 Old-School Activities to Boost Development” were published by
the American Academy of Pediatrics. “Retro Baby” won the Benjamin Franklin Gold Award in 2013.
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Poster Session
Rooms A–D

Oguz Akbilgic, PhD | Center for Biomedical Informatics |
UTHSC
Socioeconomic and Clinical Background of Surgical Disparities in
Children
Amanda H. Anderson, PhD, MPH | Epidemiology; Translational Science Institute | Tulane
Examining risk factors for chronic kidney disease progression in the
Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort Study
Robert D. Annett, PhD | Pediatrics; Center for Developmental
Disorders Research | UMMC
Mississippi Pediatric Clinical Trials Network
Kandis V. Backus, PharmD | Medicine: Infectious Diseases |
UMMC
Young Adult Black MSM Perceived Stigma with PrEP Care in
Pharmacies

Ingrid C. Espinoza, PhD | Preventive Medicine | UMMC
Hypoxia Associated Genes on Disparities in the Aggressiveness of
Prostate Cancer
Christian R. Gomez, PhD | Pathology; Radiation Oncology |
UMMC
Genetic Mutations in B-Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia among
African American and European American Children
Federico Gonzalez-Fernandez, MD, PhD | Ophthalmology;
Pathology | UMMC/VAMC
Histopathological Resource for AMD, Glaucoma and Diabetes,
and application to study of interphotoreceptor matrix
Sarah E. Hill, MPH, TM | Tropical Medicine | Tulane
Implementing primary care interventions to impact ED misuse in a
high-risk, resource poor patient population.

Lydia A. Bazzano, MD, PhD | Epidemiology; Center for Lifespan Epidemiology Research | Tulane
The Bogalusa Heart Study: Forty Years of Health Disparities Research

Deborah J. Konkle-Parker, PhD, FNP | Medicine: Infectious
Diseases | UMMC
Interdisciplinary HIV Research from Longitudinal Cohort Studies
and Beyond

Kimberly G. Carter, PT | Physical Therapy | UTHSC
The Use of Motivational Interviewing to Promote Physical Activity
to Improve Fitness and Glycemic Control in Type 2 Diabetes

Hongbing Liu, PhD | Pediatrics | Tulane
Histone deacetylases 1 and 2 regulate the transcriptional programs
of nephron progenitors and renal vesicles

Wade O. Christopher, MD | General Surgery | UMMC
An Opportunity for Improvement in Acral Lentiginous Melanoma: A comparison between African Americans and Caucasians

Alisha M. Monnette, MPH | Global Health Management and
Policy | Tulane
Post-ACA Racial Disparity of Eye Exams Among the U.S. Non-Institutionalized Population with Diabetes: 2014 – 2015

John S. Clemmer, PhD | Physiology & Biophysics | UMMC
Reducing disparities in the treatment of hypertension in African
Americans using computational modeling
Yan Cui, PhD | Medicine: Genetics, Genomics and Informatics
| UTHSC
Transferable Machine Learning Models for Predicting Survival
Outcome of Breast Cancer Patients of Different Races
Andrew Day, BS | Surgery: Transplant and Hepatobiliary |
UMMC
Income and insurance status impact provision of treatment for
patients with hepatocellular carcinoma

Jovia L. Nierenberg, MPH | Student: Epidemiology | Tulane
Untargeted metabolomics analysis identifies and replicates associations between serum metabolites and kidney function among
Bogalusa Heart Study and Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis
participants
James P. Rhudy, Jr., PhD, DNP | Medicine: Neurology |
UTHSC
Geospatial Visualization of Disparity in Post-Acute Engagement
among Stroke Victims
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William R. Robinson, MD | Obstetrics and Gynecology;
Cancer Center | Tulane
Marisa C. Berger | Student: Medical School | Tulane
Rita A. Sartor | Student: Medical School | Tulane
The Effect of a Smoking Cessation Program on Women with
Gynecologic Cancer
Richard J. Roman, PhD | Pharmacology & Toxicology |
UMMC
Functional Variants in CYP4A11 and CYP4F2 are Associated
with Dementia in Elderly patients
Emmanuelle ML Ruiz, PhD, PharmD | Surgery | Tulane
A 22 Mirna Signatures Reflecting the Thyroid Aggressiveness as an
Active Surveillance Biomarker, Regulating the Wnt Pathway
Lesley Ann Saketkoo, MD, MPH | Medicine: Pulmonary |
Tulane
Comparative Interventions of Mindfulness Training and Health
Disparities Education in Health Science Students
Racial / Ethnic / Gender Based Disparities in Healthcare – a
Model Feasible and Durable Continuum Throughout Health
Professional Education
Marcelo J. Sakiyama, BS | Student: Health Sciences; Pathology
| UMMC
Differential expression of MHC class I polypeptide related sequence
A (MICA) in racially diverse prostate cancer cell lines
Saunak Sen, PhD | Preventive Medicine | UTHSC
Multivariate linear mixed models for detecting gene-environment
interactions
Eun Kyong Shin, PhD | Pediatrics | UTHSC
Geo-parsed Comorbidity Networks of Pediatric Asthma
Vani Vijayakumar, MD | Radiology | UMMC
Heath Care Disparities in African American and White Men with
Prostate Cancer (PC) with and without Bone Metastases:A 5 year
survival benefit for African Americans with advanced PC

Janna M. Wisniewski, PhD | Global Health Management and
Policy | Tulane
"When Is the Next Available?" a Field Experiment in Primary
Care Access Disparities
Anne H. Zachry, PhD | Occupational Therapy | UTHSC
The Early STEPs Project
Jon Hael Brenas, PhD | Center for Biomedical Informatics |
UTHSC
A Semantic Framework to Improve Interoperability of Malaria
Surveillance Systems
Roy J. Duhe, PhD | Cancer Institute | UMMC
70x2020 Colorectal Cancer Screening Initiative: Community
Engagement in the Mississippi Delta
Nicholas J. Foster, PhD | Chemical Biology | University of
Michigan
Mechanistic Views of the MED25-PEA3 Protein-Protein Interaction
Emily W. Harville, PhD | Epidemiology | Tulane
Establishing a three-generation prospective study: Bogalusa Daughters
Candace M. Howard-Claudio, MD, PhD | Radiology | UMMC
Body Composition Analysis and Metabolic Fat Deposition in
African Americans
Jesus Monico, PhD | UMMC Biobank; Pathology | UMMC
Stephanie Tanner, MD | UMMC Biobank | UMMC
UMMC Biobank - Facilitating your biospecimen collection and
cryopreservation needs
Mengyao Shi, MPH | Student: School of Public Health | Tulane
Serum Metabolites Associate with Cognition Phenotypes among
Bogalusa Heart Study Participants
Elliot T. Varney, BS | Student: Medical School | UMMC
Sarcopenia and abdominal fat effects on liver surface nodularity in
a high-risk population of African Americans

Kedra Wallace, PhD | Obstetrics and Gynecology | UMMC
Uterine Fibroids: More than a Health Disparity in the Deep
South—the COMPARE-UF Study
Junling Wang, PhD | Clinical Pharmacy & Translational
Science | UTHSC
Comparative Effectiveness of MTM Eligibility Criteria under
MMA & ACA across Racial/Ethnic Groups
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Abstracts

Bolded authors represent presenters at today’s conference.

Socioeconomic and Clinical Background of Surgical Disparities in
Children
Ruhi MAHAJAN1,2, Eun Kyong SHIN1,2, Arash SHABAN-NEJAD1,2, Max R LANGHAM4, Michelle Y. MARTIN3, Robert L
DAVIS1,2,3, Oguz AKBILGIC1,2,3
UTHSC-ORNL Center for Biomedical Informatics; 2 Department of Pediatrics; 3 Department of Preventive Medicine; 4 Department of Surgery, The University of

1

Tennessee Health Science Center, Memphis, TN, USA,

African American children are more than twice as likely as white American children to die after surgery, and have increased risk
for longer hospital stays, post-surgical complications and higher hospital costs. Prior research into disparities in pediatric surgery
outcomes has not considered interactions between patient-level Clinical Risk Factors (CRFs) and population-level Social, Economic,
and Environmental Factors (SEEFs) primarily due to the lack of integrated data sets. In this study, we analyze correlations between
SEEFs and CRFs and correlations between CRFs and surgery outcomes. We used a dataset from a cohort of 460 surgical cases who
underwent surgery at a children’s hospital in Memphis, Tennessee in the United States. The analysis was conducted on 23 CRFs, 9
surgery outcomes, and 10 SEEFs and demographic variables. Our results show that population-level SEEFs are significantly associated with both patient-level CRFs and surgery outcomes. These findings may be important in the improved understanding of health
disparities in pediatric surgery outcomes.

Examining risk factors for chronic kidney disease progression in the
Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort Study
Amanda H ANDERSON1
1

Tulane University School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine and University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine

The Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort (CRIC) Study was established in 2001 by the National Institute of Diabetes, Digestive, and
Kidney Diseases to improve the understanding of chronic kidney disease (CKD) and related cardiovascular illness. The study aims
to examine risk factors for progression of CKD and cardiovascular disease, and has enrolled 5,499 men and women with CKD with
continuing, long-term follow-up. Investigations of numerous risk factors for CKD progression, including fibrosis markers, mineral
metabolism markers, plasma metabolites, and the gut microbiome, are being studied. To-date, over 90 ancillary studies have received
external funding to leverage resources from this cohort. Multiple opportunities exist to collaborate with this national study network,
including: analysis of existing longitudinal data; access to stored specimens for new bioassays; and collaboration with the study group
to conduct new data or biospecimen collection.

The Mississippi Pediatric Clinical Trials Network (M-PCTN)
Robert ANNETT1, Marc MAJURE1, Mobolaji FAMUYIDE1, Whitney HERRING1, Chad BLACKSHEAR2, Lauren
TUCKER1, Crystal Stack LIM1, Lacy MALLOCH1, Takila KEYS1, Dana LINDSAY1
Department of Pediatrics, University of Mississippi Medical Center; 2Department of Data Science, University of Mississippi Medical Center

1

The Mississippi Pediatric Clinical Trials Network (M-PCTN) is a site for the NIH-funded IDeA States Pediatric Clinical Trials
Network. This poster presents current pediatric trials and capacity building activities. Our goals are to a) Build a university-based
pediatric clinical research team to carry out ISPCTN trials, b) Promote engagement in clinical research within largely rural and
underserved communities in Mississippi, c) Promote engagement in clinical research within largely rural and underserved communities
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in Mississippi, and d) Develop capacity-building infrastructure for engagement in ISPCTN trials and future state, regional, and
national pediatric clinical and population health research. Currently 4 pediatric research projects are open or soon to open.

Young Adult Black MSM Perceived Stigma with PrEP Care in
Pharmacies
Kandis V. BACKUS2, Rupa R. PATEL1, John S. CRANE1, Courtney E. GOMILLIA2, Zoe BURGER1, Kenneth H. MAYER3,4,
Aimee JAMES1, Cormac EVERARD5,6, Leandro A MENA2
1
Washington University in St. Louis School of Medicine; 2University of Mississippi Medical Center; 3Fenway Institute; 4Harvard Medical School; 5Washington
University in St. Louis Institute for Public Health; 6University College Dublin

The incidence of HIV is stable at 50,000 infections per year and disproportionately affects young black MSM ages 13–29 years of
age. Pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) for HIV involves taking antiretroviral drugs before exposure to HIV occurs in order to prevent
infection. Four randomized controlled trials have shown PrEP to reduce HIV infection acquisition by up to 92% if there is medication adherence. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved Truvada®, one pill daily, for HIV prevention in 2012. Pharmacists are one of the most trusted and accessible health care providers in the community. Thus, it makes sense to use pharmacists to
facilitate widespread implementation of PrEP through pharmacy-run PrEP clinics. Pharmacy-run PrEP clinics are beginning to be
studied and have been found logistically feasible and financially viable. We explored acceptability and barriers among young adult
black MSM to accessing PrEP services in pharmacies.
We conducted 32 semi-structured qualitative interviews from April 2017–March 2018.
Results: Participants’ median age was 28 years old and median duration on PrEP was 17 months. Majority of the St. Louis participants graduated from college and were insured. Majority of the Jackson participants were not insured and had not graduated from
college. Overall 61% had graduated from college and 22% were uninsured. Factors that made pharmacy-based PrEP care appealing
included accessibility due to proximity to home or work and convenience of getting medication and labs in one location (“one-stop
shop”). Barriers included lack of knowledge and credibility of pharmacists and perceived judgment by pharmacy staff.
Participants’ median age was 28 years old and median duration on PrEP was 17 months. Majority of the St. Louis participants
graduated from college and were insured. Majority of the Jackson participants were not insured and had not graduated from college.
Overall 61% had graduated from college and 22% were uninsured. Factors that made pharmacy-based PrEP care appealing included
accessibility due to proximity to home or work and convenience of getting medication and labs in one location (“one-stop shop”).
Barriers included lack of knowledge and credibility of pharmacists and perceived judgment by pharmacy staff.

The Bogalusa Heart Study: Forty Years of Health Disparities Research
Lydia A. BAZZANO1
1

University of Tennessee Health Science Center

In 1973, through the efforts of Dr. Gerald S. Berenson, a Bogalusa native and pediatric cardiologist who recognized the need for
investigations into the childhood antecedents of adult cardiovascular diseases, the Bogalusa Heart Study (BHS) was founded. Since
then the BHS has produced seminal research on heart disease risk factors both in the community and in the laboratory and is now
the flagship study for Center for Lifespan Epidemiology Research at Tulane University. Originally selected as a National Institutes
of Health (NIH)-sponsored Specialized Centers of Research â€“ Arteriosclerosis, research in the BHS cohort has been funded by
the National Heart Lung and Blood Institute, National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development, the National Institute on Aging, and the American Heart Association. The BHS is unique among
epidemiologic studies in the United States in having more than 40 years of prospectively collected data from childhood to mid-life
on black and white men and women. More than 1,000 publications, five textbooks and numerous monographs have been produced
which describe cross-sectional and longitudinal observations on more than 12,000 children and adults in Bogalusa, Louisiana. Many
of the seminal publications from this cohort have documented racial disparities in health beginning in childhood. Over the decades,
results from the BHS have provided a deeper understanding of the early natural history of cardiometabolic risk, coronary artery disease,
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type II diabetes, and essential hypertension, while more recent examinations have expanded the scope of the study and extended
follow-up to middle age.

The Use of Motivational Interviewing to Promote Physical Activity to
Improve Fitness and Glycemic Control in Type 2 Diabetes
Kimberly CARTER1
University of Tennessee Health Science Center

1

Physical activity is an important intervention in the management of Type 2 diabetes. Current standards of medical care for diabetes
by the American Diabetes Association (ADA) recommends 150 minutes of week of moderate intensity aerobic physical activity.
About 40% of people with diabetes are meeting this recommendation for physical activity. Behavioral strategies to promote adherence to physical activity is also recommended in the standards of care by the ADA.
The subjects in this study were 5 African American females with the diagnosis of Type 2 diabetes. All 5 subjects were not currently
meeting the guidelines for physical activity but did not have contraindications for engaging in physical activity.
Subjects received an exercise prescription based on results of a submaximal exercise test. Glycemic control was determined from the
most recent HbA1c test. Subjects recorded weekly moderate physical activity on a calendar. A counseling approach called motivational interviewing was utilized throughout the 3-month study period to promote adherence to physical activity.
No significant difference in HbA1c or in physical activity level was found between baseline and 3-month follow-up measurements.
An increase in average minutes of moderate physical activity a week did trend toward significance.
More research is needed on the combined effects of exercise prescription and motivational interviewing to increase moderate intensity physical activity to improve diabetic markers in women with Type 2 diabetes.

An Opportunity for Improvement in Acral Lentiginous Melanoma: A
comparison between African Americans and Caucasians
Wade CHRISTOPHER1
University of Mississippi Medical Center

1

The morbidity and mortality associated with melanoma is directly associated with the clinical stage of disease at the time of diagnosis. Acral lentiginous (AL) melanoma is a rare subset of melanoma that typically occurs on the hands, feet, and subungually.AL melanoma is more common in African Americans (AA) than Caucasians. Comparisons between AA and Caucasians with AL melanoma
is limited
A retrospective analysis of all patients with Acral Lentiginous melanoma treated at our institution from August 2015 to November
2017.
10 patients with AL melanoma were identified. The mean age at diagnosis was 57.8 years. Seven (70%) of the patients were male and
60% of the patients were African American (AA).The mean depth of invasion was 8.51 millimeters (mm).The primary disease site
was the lower extremity in 90% of all patients; all AA’s disease site was the lower extremity. A total of 80% of patients were alive at
the time of analysis. There was a trend toward a greater depth of invasion of the primary AL melanoma in AA compared to Caucasians (12.23 mm vs 2.93 mm, respectively; p = 0.14).There was a significant difference in age at diagnosis between AA (47.3 years)
and Caucasians (73.5) (p = 0.04).Sixty-seven percent of AAs presented or developed metastatic disease compared to 0% of Caucasian patients (p = 0.035).Five AAs (83%) required systemic therapy compared to zero Caucasian patients (p = 0.01).Two (33%) AAs
had died of AL melanoma compared to 0 % of Caucasians.
At our institution, AAs with AL melanoma present at a younger age with more advanced stage disease. Also, AAs are more likely to
develop metastatic disease and require systemic therapy. Increased public and healthcare provider education for the atypical clinical
presentation of AL melanoma is needed to increase disease awareness, expedite earlier detection, and facilitate treatment.
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Reducing disparities in the treatment of hypertension in African
Americans using computational modeling
John S. CLEMMER1, W. Andrew PRUETT1, Robert L. HESTER1
Department of Physiology, University of Mississippi Medical Center

1

African Americans (AA) develop hypertension (HTN) at an earlier age, have a greater frequency and severity of HTN, and have
poorer control of blood pressure (BP) as compared to the white population. The mechanisms responsible for these disparities are
unknown. The multifactorial nature of HTN and the similar presentation of its etiologies complicate its treatment. Mathematical
modeling provides the ability to analyze complicated interrelated effects across multiple systems. Our current model, HumMod, is a
large physiological simulator that is comprised of 14 organ systems, and includes key systems that play an integral role in BP control
such as neural, endocrine, circulatory, and renal systems. We have created tools that integrate HumMod to generate virtual populations that are calibrated from clinical data. Thiazide (THZ) diuretics generally reduce BP and improve cardiovascular outcomes in
AA. Using de-identified clinical data from the Genetic Epidemiology Network of Atherosclerosis (GENOA) study, we calibrated a
virtual population to normotensive AA and hypertensive AA with and without THZ therapy. The clinical and virtual populations
were statistically similar in multiple variables including mean arterial pressure (MAP), glomerular filtration rate (GFR), left ventricular mass index (LVMI), cardiac output, and total peripheral resistance. Interestingly, virtual patients that did not respond to 4 weeks
of THZ therapy (Î”MAP = 0Â±5 mmHg) were associated with greater falls in renal hemodynamics, activation of the renin-angiotensin system, and decreased plasma atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) as compared to THZ responders (Î”MAP = -9Â±3 mmHg).
This suggests that differences in the hormonal response to diuretic therapy may be an important factor that prevents successful HTN
treatment in AA. These data are both a proof of concept of established physiology and a tool to test existing and new hypotheses of
the mechanisms of nonresponse to varying antihypertensive regimens. These techniques and the potential insights gleaned from these
simulations may also have broad implications for improving BP control in other hypertensive populations.

Transferable Machine Learning Models for Predicting Survival Outcome
of Breast Cancer Patients of Different Races
Yan CUI1, Athena STARLARD-DAVENPORT1, Gregory VIDAL1, Zoran BURSAC1
1University of Tennessee Health Science Center

We used a clinical dataset of 2188 African American (AA) and 3506 white breast cancer patients to train machine learning models
for predicting the survival outcome. There is a significant difference in the mortality rates between AA patients (22.2%) and white
patients (12.5%).We trained five machine learning algorithms to predict the survival outcome based on 12 variables (predictors) of
age at diagnosis, AJCC Stage, tumor grade, ER (estrogen receptor), PR (progesterone receptor), HER2 (human epidermal growth
factor receptor 2), chemotherapy, radiation therapy, hormonal therapy, immunotherapy and surgery. We ranked the importance of
these predictors using the ReliefF algorithm. The AJCC Stage was the most important predictor for the survival of AA patients
while age at diagnosis had a slightly larger importance weight than the AJCC Stage for the survival of white patients. We tested the
performance of five machine learning algorithms for each race separately using 10-fold cross-validation. The areas under the ROC
curve ranged between 0.77 and 0.85, showing reasonably good predictive power. To test whether machine learning algorithms
trained on data of one race can predict survival outcome of another race, we trained the models on the data of white patients and
tested their predictions on the data of AA patients. Following that we switched the datasets and used the data of AA patients for
training and the data of white patients for testing. In these experiments, the performance of the machine learning algorithms was
comparable to that of cross-validation approach in which training data and testing data were from the same race. These results indicate that the machine learning models could be transferable between AA and white racial groups.
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Income and Insurance Status Impact Provision of Treatment for Patients
with Hepatocellular Carcinoma
W. Andrew DAY1,2 Rajesh TALLURI3, Ashley SEAWRIGHT2, Wayne ORR2, Christopher ANDERSON2, and T. Mark EARL2
University of Mississippi School of Medicine; 2University of Mississippi Department of Surgery; 3University of Mississippi Department of Data Science

1

Incidence and mortality of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) are rising. Previous work has shown socioeconomic factors influence
stage at diagnosis. We hypothesize that socioeconomic factors influence HCC treatment.
The National Cancer Database (NCDB) was examined for patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) from 2004 to 2014
(N=136,532). We analyzed demographic variables including age, race, gender, income and payor status. Treatment variables included
surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy and palliative care. Multivariable logistic regression was performed to identify factors associated
with receiving treatment while controlling for stage.
Results of 154,408 NCDB patients with liver cancer, 136,532 met inclusion criteria. Patients with incomes greater than $46,000
were 35.4% more likely to receive treatment compared to patients with < $30,000 (OR 1.354; p < 0.001). Patients with no insurance
had lower odds of receiving treatment compared to those with Medicaid, Medicare, private insurance or other governmental insurance (OR 1.476, 2.163, 2.460, 2.602 respectively; p < 0.001). For every year of increased age, the likelihood of receiving treatment
decreased (OR 0.978; p < 0.001). Older patients were more likely to receive palliative care (OR 1.005; p < 0.001) and radiotherapy
(OR 1.003; p < 0.003), but less likely to receive chemotherapy (OR 0.994; p < 0.001) and surgery (OR 0.997; p < 0.001). Caucasians had greater odds of receiving chemotherapy than African Americans (OR 1.045; p=0.007), but less likely to receive radiotherapy (OR 0.907; p < 0.001). Conclusion Socioeconomic factors influence HCC treatment. Specifically, income and insurance status
are associated with provision of therapy in the NCDB cohort. These data highlight potential areas to address to improve care of
underrepresented patients.
Socioeconomic factors influence HCC treatment. Specifically, income and insurance status are associated with provision of therapy
in the NCDB cohort. These data highlight potential areas to address to improve care of underrepresented patients.

Hypoxia Associated Genes on Disparities in the Aggressiveness of
Prostate Cancer
Ingrid ESPINOZA1, Carlos MORENO3, Christian R. GOMEZ2.
Preventive Medicine, 2Pathology, University of Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson, MS; 3Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, Emory University

1

School of Medicine, Atlanta, GA.

The incidence of prostate cancer (PCa) is 70% greater and the mortality rate 137% higher in African-American men (AAM) relative
to Caucasian-American men (CAM). AAM also show faster tumor growth, higher levels of PSA, and more aggressive disease relative
to CAM. These data, related to the biology of PCa, suggest that biological mechanisms contribute to PCa health disparities. Because
stratification by clinical parameters alone are not sufficient to predict aggressive PCa, there is an unmet need of reliable biomarkers to
anticipate outcome and disease progression.
We performed an exploratory analysis to study the potential of hypoxia associated genes, related to aggressive PCa in AAM. We
performed a global RNA sequencing analysis in formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded blocks to identify hypoxia associated genes
with potential as race specific predictors of disease recurrence in AAM. We identified 3 genes related with Biochemical Recurrence
and race: Regulator of G-Protein Signaling 1 (RGS1), nuclear receptor subfamily 3, group C, member 1 - glucocorticoid receptor
(NR3C1), and myosin light chain kinase (MYLK). Although those genes were previously related to PCa, none of them were found
to anticipate aggressive disease, particularly in AAM. Our pilot data requires validation. Despite this limitation, our findings underscore the relevance of hypoxia associated genes as race specific biomarkers of aggressive PCa.
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Genetic Mutations in B-Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia among African
American and European American Children
Christian GOMEZ1
University of Mississippi Medical Center

1

The survival of B-acute lymphoblastic leukemia (B-ALL) patients is significantly lower in African American (AA) children compared
to European American children (EA). Here we present a whole exome sequencing (WES) study to identify race-specific genetic
variations determining disparate outcomes among AA and EA children with B-ALL.
Five AA and 15 EA patients (1–18 years old) were enrolled. Median blast percentage was 94.8% (64.5%–99.9%). Frozen bone marrow aspirate was used to extract DNA and WES was performed, focusing on race and B-ALL-specific germline mutations.
Most genetic variants (n = 339) were shared between AA and EA children. Some genetic aberrations were only uniquely identified in
AA (n = 58) and others in EA (n = 52). In AA, the genetic aberrations clustered in canonical pathways related to telomerase signaling
and cancer signaling. In EA, the unique genetic aberrations clustered in pathways related to stem cell pluripotency and hereditary cancer.
Our study revealed aberrant genetic aberrations in signaling networks related to race-specific aspects of leukemogenesis. These findings
may ultimately impact disease management and contribute to the elimination of disparate outcomes in AA children with B-ALL.
Acknowledgements: Hyundai Hope on Wheels Scholar Grant and the UMMC Division of Pediatric Hematology Oncology.

Histopathological Resource for AMD, Glaucoma and Diabetes, and
application to study of interphotoreceptor matrix
Tianle ZOU1, Saboor SHAD2, Gene KOPEN3, Federico GONZALEZ-FERNANDEZ4, 5
1
Pathology, SUNY at Buffalo, NY; 2National Disease Research Interchange, Philadelphia, PA; 4R&D, Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Jackson, MS; 5Ophthalmology and Pathology, University of Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson, MS

Obtaining histological sections of globes with AMD, diabetes and glaucoma is difficult because eyes available through hospital
pathology units typically represent end stage disease, and autopsy globes have significant autolysis. We sought to create an archive of
histological material for the vision researchers. To illustrate the usefulness of the collection, a characterization of the pathology of the
interphotoreceptor matrix (IPM).
Globes were obtained from various eye banks for Donors with diabetes, AMD, glaucoma and normal controls. Clinical history was
correlated with detailed gross and histopathological study and serial sections prepared through the fovea. Immunohistochemistry
compared the distribution of IRBP and peanut agglutinin binding matrix domains, with that of the choroidal proteins albumin, and
BIGH3. Globes were retrieved from 32 donors (30 to 98 yrs) with diabetes, AMD, glaucoma, and controls. The interval between
death and placement of the eye in formalin was under 10.5 hrs except in one control. Cases: Diabetes (2 no apparent diabetic
retinopathy, 4 non-proliferative, 2 proliferative); AMD (5 dry, 2 wet); glaucoma (11 cases), and normal controls (6 cases). Nine had
more than one diagnosis.
Except when the postmortem interval was beyond 12 hrs, IRBP was restricted to the IPM; albumin and BIGH3 to the choroid. In
diabetes, IRBP was reduced in the IPM, and albumin was often present. No redistribution was seen in glaucoma. Dry AMD was
associated with entry of IRBP between the RPE and Bruch’s membrane; In wet AMD there was reduced expression of IRBP in the
IPM and appearance of IRBP in the choroid and BIGH3 in the disciform scar.
An archive of the various stages of AMD, glaucoma and diabetes was established. Careful correlation of clinical history with gross
and histopathological findings was critical to accurately characterizing the disease type and stage. Often inaccurate clinical history
had to be corrected with the pathology results. Furthermore, conditions not recognized clinically were often uncovered. Our data
suggests that changes in the IPM may be relevant to the pathophysiology of diabetes and AMD. The histopathology archive, which
is available to Vision Researchers, will be useful to study the expression and distribution of new markers in these difficult to obtain
ocular specimens.
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Implementing primary care interventions to impact ED misuse in a highrisk, resource poor patient population.
Sarah HILL1
Tulane University

1

The Medvantage Clinic at Ochsner Medical Center was established to serve complex patients in the greater New Orleans area. At
Medvantage, primary care physician Dr. Kathy Jo Carstarphen utilizes population health principles to drive the delivery of integrated
primary care for patients that face multiple barriers to accessing health services.
The Medvantage panel includes many patients with low socioeconomic status, multiple chronic conditions, and housing or food
insecurity. Patients are connected to social services and community resources that are crucial to preventing unnecessary emergency or
hospital admissions, through PCP collaborations with case management, pharmacy etc., longer consultation times and value-based
capitation methods.
Patients are recruited primarily from internal referrals from other PCPs, ED physicians and case management. We present brief case
reports of two ED/hospital superutilizers who present a variety of challenges and health disparities in accessing comprehensive care.
The confluence of multiple sociodemographic factors contributes to disparities in access, misuse of the emergency department, and
failure to comply with medications and treatment. A qualitative review of patient outcomes and a rough analysis of ED utilization
rates pre and post patient transition to Medvantage, supports the efficacy of this clinical model.
Moving forward we aim to perform a more complete and robust analysis of patient outcomes, ED utilization rates, and claims data.
We are currently designing a Community Health Worker Training project, to expand the network of community resources available
to patients at Medvantage and streamline care transitions.

Interdisciplinary HIV Research from Longitudinal Cohort Studies and
Beyond
Deborah KONKLE-PARKER1
Department of Medicine, Infectious Diseases, University of Mississippi Medical Center

1

The Women's Interagency HIV Study (WIHS) and the Multicenter AIDS Cohort Study (MACS) are longitudinal cohort studies of
women and men living with or at risk for HIV, to explore the impact of HIV as individuals age. MACS started in 1983, and WIHS
followed in 1993, enrolling men and women in northern and western sites. WIHS added 4 new sites in the South in 2013, to better
reflect the current epidemiology of HIV and one of those sites is a collaboration between UAB and UMMC. The cohorts of 2339
women and 2235 men who are currently being followed are seen every 6 months for interview and physiologic data collection, and
blood and GYN specimen collection. These data and specimens provide an exciting opportunity for studying the impact of HIV in
multiple fields of study: cardiovascular, pulmonary, neurocognitive, aging, cancer, HIV pathogenesis, psychosocial and health disparity fields. In addition, there is a strong emphasis on career development for scientists starting out or moving into the field of HIV
research. The two cohorts will be merging in 2019 as they move forward, enrolling men in the South and continuing to follow the all
the current participants. Many associated studies have been externally funded and have added to the science about HIV, including
career development awards. The WIHS/MACS sites are fully committed to supporting new scientific explorations and/or secondary
data analyses.
Outside of this cohort study, there is great interest and involvement in HIV research at UMMC, including research impacting prevention and treatment, especially with a focus on the health disparities that affect people living with HIV or at risk for HIV. There
is active involvement in intervention studies to improve adherence to preexposure prophylaxis and HIV treatment, as well as STD
management.
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Histone deacetylases 1 and 2 regulate the transcriptional programs of
nephron progenitors and renal vesicles
Hongbing LIU1, Shaowei CHEN1, Xiao YAO1, Yuwen LI1, Chao-Hui CHEN1, Jiao LIU1, Zubaida SAIFUDEEN1, Samir S.
El-DAHR1
Department of Pediatrics and The Tulane Hypertension & Renal Center of Excellence, Tulane University School of Medicine, New Orleans, Louisiana

1

Nephron progenitor cells (NPC) are Six2-positive metanephric mesenchyme cells, which undergo self-renewal and differentiation to give rise to nephrons until the end of nephrogenesis. HDACs are a group of epigenetic regulators that control cell fate but
their role in balancing NPC renewal and differentiation is unknown. Here, we report that NPC-specific deletion of HDAC1 and
HDAC2 genes in mice results in early postnatal lethality due to renal hypo-dysplasia and loss of NPC. HDAC1/2 interact with
the NPC renewal regulators Six2, Osr1 and Sall1, and are co-bound along with Six2 on the Six2 enhancer. Although the mutant
NPC differentiate into RV, HDAC1/2 mutant kidneys lack nascent nephrons or mature glomeruli, a phenocopy of Lhx1-mutants.
Transcriptional profiling and network analysis identified disrupted expression of Lhx1 and its downstream genes Dll1 and Hnf1/4 as
key mediators of the renal phenotype. Finally, although HDAC1/2-deficient NPC and RV overexpress hyperacetylated p53, Trp53
deletion failed to rescue the renal dysgenesis. We conclude that the epigenetic regulators, HDAC1 and HDAC2, control nephrogenesis via interactions with the transcriptional programs of nephron progenitors and renal vesicles.

WNT10B/BETA-CATENIN/HMGA2/EZH2 Signaling Axis: A
Comprehensive Model Addressing Cancer Health Disparities of TNBC
Gustavo MIRANDA-CARBONI1
1

University of Tennessee Health Science Center

Triple-Negative Breast Cancer (TNBC; ER/PR/HER2 negative) has no targeted therapeutic due to the lack specific targets like
other breast cancer subtypes. Of all breast cancer subtypes, TNBCs are most closely linked to mammary stem cell activity and highly
complex with at least six subtypes. Moreover, TNBC are also highly metastatic and resistant to therapeutics over the long term.
The highest risks factors associated with TNBC are: 1) Premenopausal African-Americans (AA), 2) BRCA mutation carriers, and
3) Obesity. Addressing cancer health disparities, the lab utilizes the following approaches: 1) Mouse genetic models of MMTVWnt10b/Beta Catenin/Hmga2/Ezh2 signaling axis for human TNBC and to determine effect on the tumor microenvironment
that impacts metastasis. 2) Utilization of WNT inhibitors plus FDA-approved therapies, we target AA TNBC patient derived
xenograft (PDX) tumors, blocking stage IV visceral metastasis and 3) Biomarker development work from the lab has identified a
WNT10B-biomarker network composed of WNT10B/BETA-CATENIN/HMGA2/EZH2 overexpression in both basal-like
and TNBC subtypes increases by 2.4 times the likelihood that those women would not survive as long if they did not have the
WNT10B-biomarker network. Together the labs approaches has allowed for a comprehensive approach to model cancer health
disparities in both AA and Latinas, focusing on WNT10B/BETA-CATENIN/HMGA2/EZH2 signaling axis, that may provide
benefits to patients suffering from stage IV metastatic TNBC.

Post-ACA Racial Disparity of Eye Exams Among the U.S. NonInstitutionalized Population with Diabetes: 2014 – 2015
Alisha MONNETTE, MPH1, M. Kristina WHARTON, MPH1, Yingnan ZHAO, PhD2, Vivian FONSECA, PhD1, Lizheng SHI, PhD1
Tulane University, New Orleans, LA; 2Xavier University of Louisiana, New Orleans, LA

1

Diabetic retinopathy (DR), a microvascular complication of diabetes mellitus (DM), is the leading cause of blindness among adults
ages 20 to 74. The American Diabetes Association (ADA) and American Academy of Ophthalmology (AAO) both recommend
annual eye exams for people with diabetes. However, the literature demonstrates that disparities exist with DR being more prevalent
among racial and ethnic minority populations. This study aimed to assess the racial and ethnic disparities of eye examination rates
among adults in the U.S. with diabetes after the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Annual data from the 2014–2015 Medical Expenditure
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Panel Survey (MEPS) Household Component (HC) data files were used. People aged 18 and older with diabetes were studied.
Non-Hispanic whites and minorities were identified according to their racial and ethnic characteristics. People with at least one
dilated eye exam reported were considered to have received an eye exam in that year. Our sample included a total of 1,308 adults
diagnosed with diabetes, which was weighted to represent 26,704,499 of the nation-wide population with diabetes and an average
age of 59 years old (SD 13.98). Overall rates of eye exams in 2014 were 36.70% and increased to 49.31% in 2015. All racial groups
increased their screening rates by more than 5 percentage points in 2015. A racial difference of 10% was shown between minorities
and non-Hispanic whites for the year 2014. In 2015, this difference decreased to 6%. The racial disparities in receiving eye exams
among people with diabetes still exists between non-Hispanic whites and minorities.

Untargeted metabolomics analysis identifies and replicates associations
between serum metabolites and kidney function among Bogalusa Heart
Study and Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis participants
Jovia L. NIERENBERG1, Jiang HE1, Changwei LI2, Xiaoying GU3, Xuenan MI1, Shengxu LI 1, Lydia A. BAZZANO1, Wei
CHEN1, Jason KINCHEN4, Casey M. REBHOLZ5, 6, Josef CORESH5, 6, Andrew S. LEVEY7, Lesley A. INKER7, Michael SHLIPAK8, Tanika N. KELLY1
1
Department of Epidemiology, Tulane University, New Orleans, LA, USA.; 2Department of Epidemiology & Biostatistics, College of Public Health, University of
Georgia, Athens, GA, USA.; 3Department of Epidemiology, Fuwai Hospital, National Center for Cardiovascular Diseases, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences
&; Peking Union Medical College, Beijing, China; 4Metabolon, Inc., Durham, NC, USA.; 5Department of Epidemiology, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public
Health, Baltimore, MD, USA.; 6Welch Center for Prevention, Epidemiology, and Clinical Research, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA.; 7Division of
Nephrology, Tufts Medical Center, Boston, MA, USA.; 8Department of General Internal Medicine, University of California San Francisco, San Francisco, CA, USA.

Biological pathways related to reduced kidney function remain largely unknown.
Untargeted ultrahigh performance liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectroscopy was used to detect and quantify serum metabolites. We used multivariate adjusted linear regression to examine associations between single metabolites and estimated glomerular
filtration rate (eGFR, calculated with the creatinine based CKD-EPI equation) among 1,243 Bogalusa Heart Study participants
(median eGFR: 94.4, 5th–95th percentile: 66.0–119.6 mL/min/1.73 mÂ²). Replication (determined by statistical significance and
consistent effect direction) was tested using gold standard measured glomerular filtration rate (mGFR) among 260 Multi-Ethnic
Study of Atherosclerosis participants (median mGFR: 72.0, 5th–95th percentile: 43.5–105.0 mL/min/1.73 mÂ²). All analyses used
Bonferroni-corrected alpha-thresholds.
Twelve novel associated metabolites were comprised of carbohydrate (advanced glycation end-product), cofactor and vitamin
(ascorbate & aldarate, nicotinate & nicotinamide, tocopherol & vitamin A), lipid (mevalonate and fatty acid & BCAA), nucleotide
(pyrimidine metabolism, thymine containing), and xenobiotic (drug and bacterial/fungal) sub-pathways, along with two without
fully characterized pathways (Table).
This analysis identified novel metabolites associated with kidney function, providing insight into pathway alterations in this complex
phenotype.

Geospatial Visualization of Disparity in Post-Acute Engagement Among
Stroke Victims
James P. RHUDY, Jr.1
University of Tennessee Health Science Center, College of Medicine, Memphis, TN

1

Introduction: Memphis residents with prevalent stroke commonly manifest various forms of disengagement from clinical and
research teams. The consequences include risk of poor outcome from subsequent cardiovascular events for individuals and poor
societal understanding of the effectiveness of systems of care for disengaged recipients. Methods: We obtained stroke prevalence
data from the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System and social data from the American Community Survey. We cleaned and
analyzed the data in R to derive a test model of social risk of disengagement by census tract. We visualized the data in ArcMap 10.6,
symbolizing test social risk by standard deviation. Results: Unwed status and low income predict stroke prevalence. We assume that
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stroke prevalence and social risk are additive in predicting disengagement (pending validation from stakeholder partners). There
is apparent clustering of high test disengagement risk in urban Memphis and low risk in suburban Memphis. There is confirmed
non-random similarity of high risk among adjacent urban census tracts and low risk in suburban census tracts. Discussion: Urban
Memphis neighborhoods are prone to disengagement of stroke survivors. This risk is associated with other placebound characteristics
such as neighborhood overuse of 911 dispatch for suspected stroke problems. Implications include (1) validation of the relevance of
this model with local stakeholders; (2) advocacy for funding to study the feasibility of novel Memphis Fire Department interventions
to bridge 911 case-finding with social interventions; and (3) societal efforts to mitigate the disparity in clinical trial participation by
reluctant, disenfranchised, or disengaged populations.

The Effect of a Smoking Cessation Program on Women with
Gynecologic Cancer
William ROBINSON1, Rita A SARTOR1, Marisa BERGER1, William ROBINSON, IV1
Tulane University School of Medicine, New Orleans, LA.

1

Objectives: The purpose of this study is to determine the effectiveness of a structured smoking cessation program on women with
gynecologic cancer receiving radiation and/or chemotherapy.
Methods: 67 female smokers diagnosed with cancer of the uterus, cervix, ovary, vulva or vagina (V/V) and treated with radiation
and/or chemotherapy from 2012–2014 in an inner-city institution serving a low socioeconomic status (SES) population. All were
offered a structured smoking cessation plan based on an “Augmented” QUITLINE program. Data was collected prospectively and
analyzed for at least one year. Subjects were evaluated for disease site, stage, histology, treatments, and time without smoking.
Results: 35/67 (52.2%) eligible subjects agreed to participate. 45 were Black, and 22 were Caucasian.31/35(88.6%) had one-year follow up data.(uterus-15, cervix-10, ovary-8, V/V-2) 23/31(72.3%) reported not smoking for at least one year. Ovarian cancer patients
(8/8, 100%) were most successful and cervical cancer (5/10, 50%) patients were least successful. Black women declined the program
more often than Caucasian women, and listed “stress” as the reason. (26/45(57.7%) vs. 6/22(27.3%)) Subjects reported that the most
helpful deterrents to smoking were QUITLINE and local research coordinators.
Conclusions: Almost 75% of female smokers with gynecologic cancer who entered an “Augmented” QUITLINE-based smoking cessation program stopped smoking for at least one year. However, only about one half of gynecologic cancer patients who smoke were
willing to enter a cessation program, and Black women declined more often than Caucasians. Innovative strategies will be needed to
encourage gynecologic cancer patients to attempt smoking cessation during primary treatment.

Functional Variants in CYP4A11 and CYP4F2 are Associated with
Dementia in Elderly patients
Fan FAN1, Jeannette SIMINO2, Tom MOSLEY3, Richard ROMAN1
Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Mississippi Medical Center; 2Department of Data Science, University of Mississippi Medical Center;

1

Department of Medicine, Geriatrics, Gertrude C. Ford MIND Research Center, University of Mississippi Medical Center

3

20-HETE plays a critical role in the regulation of blood pressure and renal and vascular function. In cerebral circulation, it modulates myogenic tone and contributes to cerebral vasospasm following subarachnoid hemorrhage and infarct size following ischemia/
reperfusion injury. Variants in CYP4F2 and CYP4A11 are associated with hypertension and stroke. However, the role of 20-HETE
in age-related cognitive impairment has never been investigated. In this study, we explored the association of one CYP4A11 variant
and eleven CYP4F2 variants with cognitive impairment (dementia/MCI diagnosis) and dementia-related endophenotypes including
brain volumes and performance on three cognitive tests. Participants included a biracial sample of 3,649 elderly (67–90 years of age)
individuals from the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Neurocognitive study (ARIC-NCS), of which 1,185 had MR images.
We fit ethnic-specific linear and logistic regression models to the non-dichotomous and dichotomous traits, respectively, under the
assumptions of additive, recessive, dominant, and genotypic effects. Covariate adjustments included age, gender, study site, principal
components, total intracranial volume (brain volume only), education (neurocognitive tests only), and APOE genotype. F434S
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genotype in CYP4A11 was associated with reduced frontal volume and increased white matter hyperintensity volume in African
Americans. Ten CYP4F2 SNPs were associated with cognitive impairment, performance on cognitive tests, or brain volumes in at
least one racial group. Rs1126742 (CYP4A11), rs2108622 (CYP4F2), and rs3093105 have been reported to reduce 20-HETE
production. Based on our recent report that Dahl SS (SS) rats also exhibit a genetic deficiency in the formation of 20-HETE in the
cerebral vasculature, animal studies were performed to determine if it contributes to cognitive impairments following the onset of
hypertension. 20-HETE production was 5-fold lower in the cerebral arteries of SS rats than in SS.CYP4A1 transgenic rats in which
the 20-HETE production was rescued. Autoregulation of CBF was impaired and BBB leakage was elevated in hypertensive SS rats.
Pressure in l pial arteries increased from 35 Â± 2 to 67 Â± 3 mmHg in SS rats when MAP was increased from 100 to 160 mmHg,
but it was unchanged (34 Â± 2 to 35 Â± 1 mmHg) in SS.CYP4A1 rats. The SS rats also exhibited loss of capillary density and took
three times longer to escape from an eight-arm water maze compared to SS.CYP4A1 rats indicating spatial learning and memory
dysfunction. In conclusion, genetic variants in CYP4A11 and CYP4F2 are linked to cognitive impairment in the elderly. Studies in
our homologous rat model suggest that a deficiency in the formation of 20-HETE may contribute to cognitive decline by altering
transmission of pressure to the cerebral microcirculation and increasing BBB leakage.

A 22 Mirna Signatures Reflecting the Thyroid Aggressiveness as an
Active Surveillance Biomarker, Regulating the Wnt Pathway
Emmanuelle RUIZ1, Chih-Hong WANG1, Mohamed HASSAN1, Emad KANDIL1
Department of Surgery, Medicine School of Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA.

1

The incidence of thyroid cancer (TCs) is estimated at 56,870 cases in 2017, making it the fifth most common cancer diagnosed
among women, with an increase for the papillary TCs (PTCs) with a good prognosis with no need of classical treatment. Thus, a
new strategy is proposed to manage the low-risk TCs, named the active surveillance. The aim of this study is to identify a miRNA
signature reflecting the thyroid aggressiveness, with the hypotheses that its presence inside the low-risk PTCs is a marker of strong
possibility of cancer progression. We performed a multivariate analysis evaluated the association of miRNAs with eight clinical criteria to evaluate the aggressiveness. Thus 22 miRNAs were identified, 12 were up-regulated and 10 down-regulated in the aggressive
tumor. Furthermore, this miRNAs signature is currently validated in human thyroid carcinoma by q-PCR. A biostatistical analysis
will be performed into proposing an aggressiveness predictive score for the diagnosis and during the active surveillance follow-up.
To decipher the impact of the miRNA in the TCs progression, we studied the potential signaling pathway deregulated by them. The
Wnt signaling pathway is deregulated by 21miRNAs. These two signatures have a spearman correlation of 0.55. Furthermore, Wnt
pathway seems to be associated with the major aggressive clinic criteria. Further experiments will be designed to evaluate the role of
the miRNA in the regulation of the Wnt pathway in thyroid carcinoma and its implication in the thyroid aggressiveness. The results
might lead us to propose a new therapeutic strategy.

Comparative Interventions of Mindfulness Training and Health Disparities
Education in Health Science Students
Lesley Ann SAKETKOO1, Veronika JAEGAR2, Tamarin HENNEBURY3; Dereck ROVARIS4, Amy WOLFE5, Robin
ENGLISH6, Janae’ RICHARDS5, Kourtnie AUGUSTIN6, Jane EASON7, Ulrich WALKER2, Richard DICARLO6
Tulane University Health Sciences Center, School of Medicine, New Orleans, LA; 2University Hospital Basel, Switzerland;3Touro Hospital, Therapeutic Wellness
Center, New Orleans, LA; 4 LSUHSC-Dean’s Office; 5LSUHSC- Medical Student; 6LSUHSC- School of Medicine, 7LSUHSC- New Orleans School of Medicine
School of Physical Therapy
1

Mindfulness Training (MT) in medical education has demonstrated increased empathy, decreased anxiety and depression, improved
exam scores and long-term knowledge retention, enhanced coping and inter-personal skills, and sleep. The negative effects of provider
bias on patient outcomes are clearly established. The Institute of Medicine prioritized research into strategies targeting unconscious
bias. These educational enhancements supported by OMERAD EEG funding, investigated two discrete educational enhancements
on implicit bias and empathy as well as domains important to medical student health: depression, stress and anxiety.
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Medical and Physical Therapy (PT) students were randomized to three separate arms: (a) 3 90-minute MT sessions (b) 2-hour
Health Disparities Workshop (DW) or (c) a control group (with no intervention). IRB approval was obtained with study design
developed with assistance of IRB. Medical students participated with obligatory attendance as part of the SPM course. Our premise
was that the DW would have a direct effect on implicit bias; while the MT would have an indirect influence.
Co-primary endpoints were: Jefferson (health-trainee-specific) Empathy Scale ( JES) and Implicit Association Test (IAT) which tests
implicit bias. Secondary endpoints: The Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) and the CES-Depression scale. All the assessments are self-administered, except for the IAT which is a computer-administered that tests the strength of automatic associations between images
and concepts. Pre- and post-intervention testing was conducted with planned durability testing at 6 and 12 months. Statistical Analysis: Wilcoxon signed ranksum test analysed interventions. Fisher’s exact or Kruskal Wallis as applicable, assessed group differences.
167 students participated; 3 were PT students. No group differences in age, work experience, exercise, practice of meditation/prayer/
yoga/music. No differences in any baseline score was detected. The disparity DW had significant improvement in both primary
endpoints: IAT (p=0.008) JES (p=0.02). The CES-D most significantly improved with MT (p=0.005) than in DW (p=0.02) or
controls (p=0.04). PSS significantly improved only with MT (p=0.02).
Based on beneficial results in primary and secondary endpoints both the MT and DW were beneficial to students and professional
skills development and are now integrated into the L1 SOM curriculum (Science and Practice of Medicine) with invitation for other
LSUHSC students/faculty to participate. Differences seen in control group may be influential groups effects or the effects of current
L1 SPM curricula.

Racial/Ethnic/Gender Based Disparities in Healthcare – a Model Feasible
and Durable Continuum Throughout Health Professional Education
Janae’ Richard1a, Amy Wolfe1a, Victoria McHenry1a, Grace Athas, RN, PhD1b; Veronika Jaegar, PhD2, Ulrich Walker, MD, PhD2;
Todd Tartavoulle, RN1c;Jane Eason1d, Richard DiCarlo1e, Robin English, MD; 1d Lesley Ann Saketkoo, MD, MPH3
Louisiana State University Health Sciences Center: 1aMedical School Student, 1bDept of Clinical Pathology, School of Nursing, 1cDept of Physical Therapy,
Academic Office of the Dean. 2University Hospital Basel, Switzerland. 3Tulane University Health Sciences Center, School of Medicine, New Orleans Louisiana.

1

1d

The negative impact of provider-bias on patient outcomes are established in many diseases, such as screening for and treatment of
myocardial infarction, breast and prostate cancer, and treatment of pain. Targeting Unconscious Bias (UB) is a priority of The Institute of Medicine (IOM) and other national health organizations
Unconscious Bias is unlike Implicit Bias, it is unintentional and operative without awareness, behavior that is divergent from providers’ personal views, driven by barriers that cloud awareness of the external and internal influences on clinical decision-making (time
pressure, past experiences, fatigue, poor listening skills), and a lack of scientific information on disease-specific and demographic-specific disparities. Current single ‘Diversity’-type lectures in early medical education are important introductions, but not sufficient for
durable changes in provider knowledge and behavior.
Intervention: a 7-minute insertion of disparity-related scientific teaching content on Lupus endorsed by IOM and American College
of Rheumatology (ACR) into a previously scheduled Clinical Pathology lecture on rheumatologic disease for 2nd year medical
students. Structured components were (a) general definition/influences of Unconscious Bias, (b) epidemiologic/genetic trend and
(c) statistics on screening diagnosis/ treatment/ prognosis. Assessment: volunteer electronic anonymous student evaluation was sent
to 199 2nd year medical students. Analysis: proportion of response.
8 Slides in 7 Minutes in health professional student didactic lectures, can bridge disparity gaps in any disease. This feasible, time-efficient model of continued education in disparities was interesting and valuable to learners. Quality ‘pre-packaged’ disparity content
already exists for many diseases. Such a continuum of health disparities education may transform patient-care paradigms such that
its influence may exponentially impact improvement in health outcomes. An Inter-Professional Education taskforce may provide
faculty resources for lecture-based disparity education. Other pedagogical enhancements include sensitizing pre-lecture questions,
small group discussions and making disease-specific disparities testable material. Urgent topics include: heart disease, stroke as well as
breast, prostate and colon cancers.
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Differential expression of MHC class I polypeptide related sequence A
(MICA) in racially diverse prostate cancer cell lines
Marcelo SAKIYAMA1, 4, Ingrid ESPINOZA2, A REDDY1, K SYRIGOS5, Jack LEWIN1, Xinchun ZHOU1, Jesus MONICO 1,
Charles POUND3, Christian GOMEZ1, 3
1
Dept. of Pathology, 2Dept. of Preventive Medicine, 3Dept. of Urology, University of Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson, MS. 4CAPES Foundation, Ministry of
Education of Brazil, Brasília, DF, Brazil. 5Mississippi INBRE Research Scholar.

Prostate cancer (PCa) is the second most common cancer in American men, with higher incidence and death rates in African
American (AA) relative to Caucasian American (CA), nevertheless these disparities are poorly understood. MHC class I polypeptide related sequence A (MICA) is a cell surface protein able to activate natural killer cells. Cleavage of MICA and generation of its
soluble form (sMICA) has been described as an immunoevasion mechanism presented by aggressive tumors. In agreement with the
role of MICA on tumor immunoevasion, recent studies correlated better prognosis for patients with higher levels of MICA expression in different types of cancer. Our previous results shows differential expression of MICA between AA and CA PCa tumors. In
order to further evaluate the role of MICA in the context of disparity in PCa, our goal was to characterize the expression of MICA
in cell lines derived from AA and CA. We assessed the expression of surface MICA and release rate of sMICA in MDA-PCa-2b,
E006AA-hT, LNCaP and DU-145 cell lines, the first two derived from AA and last two from CA, respectively. Flow cytometry
analysis showed baseline cell fraction expression of surface MICA of 3% in MDA-PCa-2b , 18% in E006AA-hT, 54% in DU-145
and 67% in LNCaP (p < 0.0001). Baseline release rate of sMICA was non-detectable for MDA-PCa-2b, 5pg/ml/106 cells in
E006AA-hT, 120pg/ml/106 cells and 54pg/ml/106 cells for LNCaP cells. These evidences lead us to propose that MICA expression
is race related, having higher surface expression in CA compared to AA.

Multivariate linear mixed models for detecting gene-environment
interactions
Saunuk SEN1
1

University of Tennessee Health Science Center

We developed a multivariate linear mixed model for detecting gene-environment interactions when there are many environments, and
we have information annotating the environments. Our prototype example datasets are on segregating populations phenotyped in multiple environments in multiple years. For example, in plants environment annotations might include the weather in each year as well as
site-specific information such as latitude. The goal is to find quantitative trait loci (QTL) that depend on some environment annotations
(eg. latitude) accounting for others (eg. weather). We formulate a linear mixed model where traits can be correlated due to genomewide
similarities (genetic kinship) and due to environment similarities ('environment kinship'). We implement an efficient algorithm that uses
an Expectation Conditional Maximization (ECM) algorithm in conjunction with an acceleration step. We applied this method for
detecting gene-environment interactions in Arabidopsis recombinant inbred lines grown in Sweden and Italy for 3 consecutive years.
In this dataset our results are parsimonious and consistent with univariate linear mixed models (FaSTLMM). Further evaluation of the
method in a switchgrass dataset grown in 10 locations is in progress. Julia package implementing the methods is in development.

Geo-parsed Comorbidity Networks of Pediatric Asthma
Eun Kyong SHIN1
1

University of Tennessee Health Science Center

Most pediatric asthma cases occur in complex interdependencies, exhibiting complex manifestation of multiple symptoms. Studying
asthma comorbidities can help us to better understand the etiology pathway of the disease. Albeit such relations of co-expressed symptoms and their interactions have been highlighted recently, empirical investigation has not been rigorously applied to pediatric asthma
cases. In this study, we use computational network modeling and analysis to reveal the links and associations between commonly
co-observed diseases/conditions with asthma among children in Memphis, Tennessee. We present a novel method for geo-parsed
comorbidity network analysis to show the distinctive patterns of comorbidity networks in urban and suburban areas in Memphis.
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Heath Care Disparities In African American and White Men with Prostate
Cancer (PC) with and without Bone Metastases: A 5 year survival benefit
for African Americans with advanced PC
David GORDY1, Kevin ZAND1, Seth T LIRETTE2, Vani VIJAYAKUMAR1
Dept of Radiology, 2Dept of Data Science, University of Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson, MS

1

AIM: To compare the health care disparities and outcomes in African American and White Men Prostate Cancer patients with and
without Bone Metastases. Introduction: Risk of Prostate Cancer (PC) is higher in African American (AA) men than in white men
worldwide. Racial disparities associated with PC have conflicting reports. Recent studies suggest that a number of genetic mutations
in AA predispose them to PC, hence, race as well as environmental factors such as diet and migration are thought to be the determining factors (1). However, a recent report for men with advanced disease who are treated with chemotherapy and steroids, the risk
of death is actually lower for AA (2). Also, contrary to current perceptions, certain AA men with advanced PC have as good a chance
of survival as white men and might actually have a small advantage (2) Methods: The case-control design is utilized. We retrospectively reviewed prostate cancer patient charts diagnosed in the past 12 years from UMMC cancer registry and EPIC charts. A total
of 257 patients are evaluated for racial disparities. 58 White and 109 AA patients without bone metastases and 21 white men and
69 AA patients with bone metastases charts data were compared for TNM, treatment and survival. Results: In this case controlled
study, patients with Bone metastases are in higher age group, more AA, higher stage and grade, less 5 year survival with higher mortality and statistically significant. AA are also higher in number without bone metastases group but other factors are not statistically
significant.(Table 1, Graph 1, 2, 3). Conclusion: In our study, AA are higher in number in both groups. However, no statistically
significant differences were noted between AA and White Men in TNM stage and treatment in both groups. All patients with Bone
metastases had poor survival, but the 5 year survival is slightly better in AA even though it was not statistically significant. The results
of our analysis suggest there might be biological variations in either the disease or response similar to the recent Duke Medical center
observation (1) which is an encouraging news for AA PC patient community. Among the population groups who are highly likely to
develop bone metastases, early interventions such as tertiary chemoprevention will become possible.

Uterine Fibroids: More than a Health Disparity in the Deep South—the
COMPARE-UF Study
Kedra WALLACE1, Sherrina DIXON1, Sharmeshia MANUEL1, Amber SHIFLETT1, Preston PARRY1
1

Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, University of Mississippi Medical Center

Obesity, hypertension, and cardiovascular diseases are among the more common health disparities that are associated with the
Southern states, with Mississippi often ranking among the top contenders. Uterine fibroids (UF), or uterine leiomyomas, are benign
pelvic tumors that are tend to be more frequent and more severe in African-American women. Similar to the above mentioned
disorders, Mississippi ranks among the top in the Nation for the prevalence of UF. As such the University of Mississippi Medical
Center is part of a multi-institutional study aiming to examine several characteristics of women undergoing surgical management for
UFs as well as the UFs themselves with the hope of better understanding the pros and cons of treatment options surrounding women
in different geographical areas with different UF characteristics. To date 2,577 women have been enrolled across the 9 sites in this
study with our site contributing 280 study participants. Compared with other sites, 20.7% of the hysterectomies come from Mississippi, with women in Mississippi presenting for hysterectomy at an earlier age compared to women from across the nation; 27.8%
of hysterectomy patients are 40yrs or younger in Mississippi compared with 15.3% of women from other sites. Additionally of the
4 women under the age of 24 to receive a hysterectomy or myomectomy in the study, 3 of them came from Mississippi. This study is
still recruiting participants but data from this study will help determine if in health co-morbidities as well as geographical differences
contribute to the increase hysterectomy rate in women in Mississippi.
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Comparative Effectiveness of MTM Eligibility Criteria under MMA & ACA
across Racial/Ethnic Groups
Junling WANG1
University of Tennessee Health Science Center

1

Background/Objectives: Previous researchers documented racial/ethnic disparities in meeting the eligibility criteria for medication
therapy management (MTM) services in Medicare prescription drug plans (Part D) under Medicare Modernization Act (MMA).
Researchers also found MMA MTM eligibility criteria ineffective in identifying individuals with medication utilization issues. Our
study objective was to determine comparative effectiveness of MTM eligibility criteria under MMA and in the Affordable Care Act
(ACA) in identifying patients with medication utilization issues across racial and ethnic groups.
Design: We compared ACA and MMA MTM eligibility criteria on proportions of individuals eligible among patients with medication utilization issues. We used multinomial logistic regression to control for patient/community characteristics; and used needbased and demand-based analysis strategies to determine whether the disparities, if any, were due to need or demand of health care.
We also conducted main and sensitivity analyses to cover the ranges of eligibility criteria/thresholds such as those used by Part D
plans in 2009 and 2013, and those proposed for 2015.Setting: Medicare claims data (2012–2013) linked to Area Health Resources
Files. Participants: We included 1,114,536 patients in this study. Measurements: To determine medication utilization issues, we used
medication safety and adherence measures developed mostly by Pharmacy Quality Alliance and used in Part D Star Ratings.
Results: We found higher proportions of patients eligible for MTM based on ACA than MMA MTM eligibility criteria, e.g., in
2013, based on the main analysis, proportions eligible based on ACA and MMA MTM eligibility criteria would be 99.7%and
25.2%, respectively (P < 0.001). In 2013, in demand-based main analysis, ACA MTM eligibility criteria would be 31% more effective than those under MMA among non-Hispanic Blacks than non-Hispanic Whites, and 21% more effective among Hispanics than
non-Hispanic Whites. Conclusion: ACA-based MTM eligibility criteria can offer higher effectiveness than those under MMA,
particularly among minorities.

"When Is the Next Available?" a Field Experiment in Primary Care
Access Disparities
Janna M. WISNIEWSKI1, Brigham WALKER1
Tulane University

1

One of the goals of the health system is to promote health equity; however, the health system may actually contribute to health
disparities by creating systematic differences in the timeliness of medical care by race/ethnicity. Minorities may be susceptible to
discrimination in medical appointment scheduling. The objectives of this research are to determine whether racial/ethnic minorities
wait longer than White patients for primary care appointments, and test whether this is moderated by racial/ethnic concurrence
between the patient and the physician/scheduler.
We conducted a randomized experiment in which female research assistants who are White, Black, or Hispanic and of similar age
and education levels called primary care physician offices using a standard script to request the next available appointment. We
recorded whether an appointment was offered, and if so, the date and time. Data was analyzed for differences in appointment offer
rates and wait times for appointments between patients’ racial/ethnic groups, types of questions asked of patients, scheduler characteristics, and physician characteristics.
In total, 1,081 offices were reached. Being Black compared to White was associated with a 34.8 percent increase in the probability
of receiving an appointment. Being Hispanic compared to White was associated with a 20.6 percent increase in the probability
of receiving an appointment. However, when an appointment was offered, Black patients waited an average of 3.7 more days than
White patients, and Hispanic patients waited 2.6 more days. In some cases, racial concurrence impacted whether an appointment
was offered and if so, the duration of the wait.
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The Early STEPs Project
Anne ZACHRY1
University of Tennessee Health Science Center

1

The purpose of this study is expand on the Early STEPs project goal of identifying early developmental delays in infants and young
children in a health disparate population and to collect preliminary data to lay the groundwork for a future NIH grant proposal.
Individuals with less education have poor health and shorter life expectancies than well-educated individuals, and research reveals
that poverty is directly related to limited education. An innovative approach is needed to overcome barriers, improve health literacy,
and educate parents on effective parenting strategies for this population. Technology may be the part of the solution to this issue.
Through Early STEPs, the occupational therapists will continue to refer families to early intervention and therapy services as appropriate and follow-up to ensure that services are initiated. The OT will also determine if the parents are utilizing the Word Gap App
and other provided resources to support their child’s development and to manage their stress. By increasing parental awareness and
knowledge of language and motor skill development, the environments of underserved children will be enriched and parental stress
will be reduced so that these children can have improved health and reach their full potential.

A Semantic Framework to Improve Interoperability of Malaria
Surveillance Systems
J. BRENAS1, M. S. AL-MANIR2, K. ZINSZER3, C. J. BAKER2, A. SHABAN-NEJAD1
UTHSC/ORNL, Memphis, TN, United States. 2University of New Brunswick, Saint John, NB, Canada. 3Université de Montréal, Montréal, QC, Canada.

1

Being able to make the relevant information accessible to surveillance expert is critical in tackling and ultimately curing malaria. In
order to do so, we use existing ontologies to bridge the semantic gap and web services to increase the interoperability of the various
sources. The data as well as the ontologies being likely to change frequently, we also designed a tool allowing us to detect and identify
the changes and to update the services so that the whole surveillance systems becomes more resilient.

70x2020 Colorectal Cancer Screening Initiative: Community
Engagement in the Mississippi Delta
Roy DUHE1
Department of Pharmacology, Department of Radiation Oncology, Cancer Institute, University of Mississippi Medical Center

1

The 70x2020 Colorectal Cancer Screening Initiative is a statewide voluntary grassroots effort with the goal of ensuring that at least
70% of Mississippians are up–to–date with recommended colorectal cancer (CRC) screening by the year 2020. Using Geographic
Information Systems methodology to assess various CRC characteristics, CRC screening behaviors, and CRC screening resources
throughout the state, the Bolivar - Leflore - Washington tri-county region was identified as a high-priority area for a Community
Engagement project sponsored by the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI). The method used was Altering
Community Norms, a method recognized by the World Health Organization. A series of eight Community Engagement Meetings
were held in each county from 2015 through 2017. Over 300 individuals attended one or more Community Engagement Meetings.
During the course of the project, these meetings were increasingly influenced by local Community Champions, and less by external
Best Practice Consultants. Locally, the 70x2020 Initiative appears to have increased CRC prevention awareness and the number of
individuals seeking CRC screenings. Statewide data collected before and during the 70x2020 Colorectal Cancer Screening Initiative reveals improvement in all four major outcomes: i) decreased CRC incidence, ii) decreased CRC mortality, iii) increased CRC
screening, and iv) decreased disparities. Other ongoing projects are intended to facilitate the transition of the 70x2020 Initiative into
a sustainable, systematic and permanent Mississippi Colorectal Cancer Roundtable by the year 2020.
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Mechanistic Views of the MED25-PEA3 Protein-Protein Interaction
Nicholas FOSTER1, Matthew HENLEY1 Amanda PEIFFER1, Andrew HENDERSON1, Zachary HILL2, Brian LINHARES1,
Tomasz CIERPICKI1, James WELLS2, Charles BROOKS III1, Carol FIERKE3 and Anna MAPP1
1

University of Michigan, 2University of California, San Francisco, 3Texas A&M University

Med25 is a coactivator protein that binds PEA3, a subfamily of Ets transcription factors. PEA3 transcriptional activation domains
(TADs) directly interact with the ACID/PTOV domain of the Mediator complex subunit Med25 and play important roles in
tumor progression and metastasis3. There are several lines of evidence that indicate this direct binding interaction between Med25
and ETV/PEA3 is required for function, but little is known regarding the structural or mechanistic details of the complex. Med25
AcID is structurally distinct from other coactivators yet mechanistically homologous, suggesting that there is a conserved mechanism
for coactivator-activator complex formation and regulation. These studies investigate Med25’s binding modes in order to identify
allosteric binding sites for small molecule targeting of these disease relevant transcriptional complexes.

Establishing a three-generation prospective study: Bogalusa Daughters
EW HARVILLE1, LA BAZZANO1, D BRECKNER1
Department of Epidemiology, Tulane School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine

1

Background: The Developmental Origins of Disease hypothesis has spurred increased interest in how prenatal exposures affect
lifelong health, while mechanisms such as epigenetic transfer allow for the possibility of multigenerational influences on health. Such
factors are not well captured within conventional epidemiologic study designs. We explored the feasibility of collecting information
on the offspring and grand-offspring of a long-running study. Methods: The Bogalusa Heart Study is a long-running study of lifecourse cardiovascular health in a semirural, biracial population (65% white and 35% black). Female participants who had previously
provided information on their pregnancies were contacted to obtain contact information for their daughters aged 12 and older.
Daughters were then contacted to obtain reproductive histories, and invited for a clinic or lab visit to measure cardiovascular risk
factors. Results: The recruitment goal of 240 participants within one year was met. 63% had a full clinic visit, 22% a phone interview
only, and 14% a phone interview and agreed to visit a commercial lab located near to them. 42% of the daughters were black, 58%
white. Mean and median age at interview was 27, with 17% under the age of 18. Mean age at menarche was 12.7, median 12.0, range
9-20. Mean age at first pregnancy was 21. 34% of women 18+ were nulligravid, while most had 1 or more pregnancies. The range of
the grandchildren’s age was 0-33 years old; mean age of the youngest child for a given mother was 5.2 (median 2.6) and of the oldest
was 8.8 (median 7.8). Mean birthweight in generation 3 was 3278 g, range 2270 to 4117. Median gestational age was 40 weeks, range
34-42. Conclusions: It is feasible to contact the children of participants even when participants are adults, and initial information on
the grandchildren can also be determined in this manner.

Body Composition Analysis and Metabolic Fat Deposition in African
Americans
Candace HOWARD1,2, Edward FLOREZ2, Cristiane SANTOS2, Elliot VARNEY2, Charlene CLAUDIO2, Lauren DYESS2, Caroline DOHERTY2, David CABALLERO2, William FLOWERS2, Thurman ROBERTSON2, William VARNER2, Seth LIRETTE3,
Frank GREENWAY4, Adolfo CORREA5.
Investigator in the Development Program for Mississippi Center for Clinical and Translational Research (MCCTR), University of Mississippi Medical Center,
Jackson, MS 2Department of Radiology, University of Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson, MS 3Department of Data Science, University of Mississippi Medical
Center, Jackson, MS 4Pennington Biomedical Research Center, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA 5School of Medicine & Jackson Heart Study, University of Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson, MS
1

Background and Objective: AAs are disproportionately affected by obesity-related CVD. Metabolically active visceral adipose
tissue (VAT) is more likely than subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT) to positively correlate with increased cardiometabolic risk/
disease. The study purpose is to identify low-cost predictive anthropometric measures of obesity-related diseases by assessing the
correlation of sagittal abdominal diameter (SAD) and CT measures of fat distribution in AAs. METHODS: HIPPA-compliant,
IRB-approved retrospective study, non-enhanced CT images of 150 AA during Exam2 of Jackson Heart Study. Waist circumference
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(WC) and SAD by DICOM viewer (OsiriX MD, v.9.0.2). Paraspinal muscle, VAT and SAT volumes from 24 consecutive 2.5mm
slices centered at the L4/L5 intervertebral space were obtained using segmentation software (sliceOmatic, Tomovision, v.5.0). Fat
compartment volumes (cm3) were correlated with SAD and WC. SAD was measured at the anterior superior iliac spine level. WC
was measured at the iliac crest. WC and SAD were correlated to VAT and SAT using a regression model and coefficient of determination was calculated. RESULTS: SAD and WC showed positive correlations with VAT and SAT. Interestingly, muscle volume
played a role in correlation. With paraspinal volume of ≥150cm3 and >;150cm3, SAD correlated best with visceral adipose tissue
(R2=0.68/0.58). WC correlated best with subcutaneous adipose tissue in patients with ≥150 cm3 and >;150cm3 of paraspinal
muscle (R2=0.79/0.74). CONCLUSION: Anthropometric measures can serve as a markers for regional distribution of body fat and
may predict cardiometabolic risk.

UMMC Biobank - Facilitating your biospecimen collection and
cryopreservation needs
Jesus Monico1, Stephanie Tanner1
UMMC Biobank, University of Mississippi Medical Center

1

The University of Mississippi Medical Center (UMMC) established the UMMC Biobank to support translational and clinical
research in addition to serving as the tissue bank core of the Cancer Institute.
Previously known as the University Biospecimen Repository, the biobank began operations in November 2011 with a focus on
cancer-related surgery specimens. In March 2013, we expanded blood collections to other areas, including the transplant, gastrointestinal, congenital heart disease and HIV clinics. To date, the biobank has over 3,500 participants.
The UMMC Biobank has dedicated biorepository specialists for consenting patients and specimen processing. Our consent allows
access to historical and future clinical data through the electronic health record (EHR) to facilitate in-depth translational research.
Samples collected include whole blood, serum, plasma, white blood cells, tumor and normal tissue, handled according to the International Society for Biological and Environmental Repositories (ISBER) Best Practices. All freezers are on a back-up power alarm
system with 24-hour surveillance.

Serum Metabolites Associate with Cognition Phenotypes among
Bogalusa Heart Study Participants
Mengyao Shi1, Jiang He1, Changwei Li2, Shengxu Li1, Lydia A. Bazzano1, Kristine Yaffe3, Jason Kinchen4, Patrick Stuchlik1, Xuenan
Mi1, Jovia L. Nierenberg1, Xiaoying Gu5, Tanika N. Kelly1
1
Tulane University, 2University of Georgia, 3University of California, San Francisco, 4Metabolon, Inc., 5Fuwai Hospital, National Center for Cardiovascular Diseases, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences & Peking Union Medical College

Background: Few studies have explored the relationship between the human metabolome and cognition using untargeted metabolomics profiling. Using this agnostic approach, we aimed to identify novel metabolites and metabolite modules associated with
cognition in a cross-sectional analysis of Bogalusa Heart Study (BHS) participants. Methods: Untargeted ultrahigh performance
liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectroscopy was used to detect and quantify serum metabolites of 1,177 BHS participants
(773 whites and 404 African-Americans). A global cognition score was calculated based on crude scores from 8 cognitive function
tests that were administered by trained technicians. The associations of single metabolites with cognition were assessed using multiple linear regression models to adjust for important covariables. Weighted correlation network analysis (WGCNA) was utilized to
identify modules of co-abundant metabolites and examine their covariable adjusted correlations with cognition. All analyses were
conducted in the overall sample and according to race. Bonferroni-corrected alpha-thresholds were used to determine statistical
significance. Results: Nine novel metabolites achieved Bonferroni-significance, P <; 4.16×10-5, in the single-metabolite analyses.
Four metabolites were from lipid sub-pathways that included fatty acid metabolism (9-hydroxystearate and 12, 13-DiHOME), plasmalogen [1-(1-enyl-palmitoyl)-2-palmitoleoyl-GPC (P-16:0/16:1)] and primary bile acid metabolism (glyco-alpha-muricholate),
along with one metabolite from the glycogen metabolism sub-pathway (maltose), one from the polyamine metabolism sub-pathway
(N-acetyl-isoputreanine), and one from the purine metabolism sub-pathway (7-methylguanine). The two remaining metabolites were
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Sarcopenia and abdominal fat effects on liver surface nodularity in a
high-risk population of African Americans
Eliot Varney1
University of Mississippi Medical Center

1

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is the most common liver disease in the Western world, is clinically silent, and is closely
related to obesity, diabetes and dyslipidemia. Individuals with NAFLD and metabolic syndrome have significantly higher overall,
cardiovascular, and liver-related mortality. Obesity, thought to be the most common cause, and sarcopenia have previously been
shown to be independent risk factors of NAFLD; however, little to no data has quantified these associations. We hypothesize that
there is a readily obtainable, low-cost biomarker to predict NAFLD and that this could increase its surveillance and diagnosis, even
before conventional techniques (ie. lab values) show active disease processes. To test our hypothesis, we assessed how sarcopenia and
visceral fat depots influence liver surface nodularity in a high risk, African American population. For this IRB-approved retrospective
study, non-enhanced abdominal CT images were obtained in 150 African American participants. Waist circumference (WC) and
sagittal abdominal diameter (SAD) were measured in each subject. In addition, abdominal wall, psaos, paraspinal muscle volumes
and regional abdominal fat volumes were measured using a multi-layer segmentation software (sliceOmatic,TomoVision,v.5.0).
The subcutaneous anatomic region was divided into superficial and deep subcutaneous adipose tissue (sSAT/dSAT). Two readers
independently assessed liver surface nodularity (LSN) of the 150 patients using a validated quantitative Liver Surface Nodularity
software. Linear regression and the coefficient of correlation was used to determine associations between LSN scores, WC, SAD,
muscle volumes, and fat volumes. Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) with 95% confidence intervals was used to assess inter-observer agreement of LSN scores among the two readers. RESULTS: Both anthropometric indices (WC and SAD) showed direct
proportionality and strong correlation with total adipose tissue volume (r=0.83/0.74, respectively). WC and SAD indicated a strong
inverse association with the ratio of total skeletal muscle and total adipose tissue (r= -0.69/-0.57, respectively). There was a positive
coorelation between LSN score and all fat compartments. The better correlation (r=0.34) was found between LSN and dSAT.
Inter-observer agreement of LSN scores was excellent (ICC=0.93). This study evinced a direct association between the LSN score,
anthropometric indices, and all abdominal fat compartments, while showing an inverse association with both muscle volumes and
muscle attenuation. Chronic liver disease and cardiometabolic disturbances are currently major public health concerns. Evidence
has long supported an interaction between adipose tissue and the liver (NAFLD); however, there is little to no quantitative data
directly reflecting this association. Furthermore, the mechanism responsible for this correlation is disputed and poorly understood.
Associating cardiometabolic risk factors with the chronic liver disease could have major implications on the care and management of
high risks patients including increasing surveillance and diagnosis of liver disease, even before conventional techniques (ie. lab values)
show active disease processes. Acknowledgement. This work was supported by the MCCTR Investigator Development Award from
NIGMS of the NIH Award Number 1U54GM115428.
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ABSTRACTS

of unknown biochemical identity. In addition, there were three metabolite modules which achieved Bonferroni-significance, P <;
5.56×10-3. The identified modules were largely comprised of metabolites from lipid sub-pathways. Conclusion: The current study
identified novel associations of 7 metabolites with known biochemical structure and 3 metabolite modules with cognition, providing
new insights into the physiological mechanisms regulating cognitive function. Prospective studies are warranted to articulate their
etiologic relevance in the development of cognition impairment.

1. Non-Face-to-Face Chronic Care Management: A Qualitative Study Assessing the

Implementation of a New CMS Reimbursement Strategy in Louisiana
Valerie A. Yeager, DrPH1, M. Kristina Wharton, MPH1, Alisha Monnette, MPH1, Beth Nauman,
PhD2, Eboni Price-Haywood, MD3, Rebekah Angove, PhD2 and Lizheng Shi, PhD1, (1)Tulane
University, New Orleans, LA, (2)Louisiana Public Health Institute, New Orleans, LA, (3)Ochsner
Health System, New Orleans, LA
ABSTRACT: Research Objective: Type II diabetes is a major public health challenge in the US
because of its increased prevalence in recent decades and its concomitant risk of cardiovascular
disease and other comorbidities. Care coordination holds promise for improving outcomes in
patients with type II diabetes. Medicare reform includes a payment structure that covers these
services, encourages additional means of communication, and permits nonphysicians to furnish
reimbursable services. A new Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services policy, effective January
2015, reimburses healthcare providers for non-face-to-face (NFF) care coordination services for
chronic care management (CCM) under the billing code (CPT 99490) for Medicare patients with
two or more chronic conditions. Medicare payment reform reflects the importance of care
coordination for managing multiple chronic conditions. Study Design: This study employed
qualitative methods to examine organizational experiences preparing for and implementing NFF
care coordination services under CPT 99490. Telephone or in-person interviews were conducted.
With permission, interviews were recorded and transcribed. Using Nvivo 10, all transcripts were
coded by three researchers. Major themes were identified and summarized collectively. This work
is a part of the five year Louisiana Experiment Assessing Diabetes outcomes (LEAD) study,
which will examine the impacts of this health policy intervention on clinical and patient reported
outcomes in patients with type II diabetes plus at least one other chronic condition. Population
Studied: Health care organizational leaders, health care providers, and patients with diabetes
Principal Findings: Twenty-five interviews have been conducted across 6 organizations (with 25
more scheduled for January 2017). There are varying ways of implementing NFF CCM for
diabetes patients, and organizations appear to be implementing these programs for different
reasons. More specifically, some organizations initiated and designed their program with a focus
on improving the quality of care provided and patient health outcomes; while other organizations
are using this program to recuperate the costs of providing basic, less tailored support to patients.
This is exemplified in the ways that NFF CCM is being implemented in these organizations and
the level of support and engagement patients are provided. For example, one program develops
extensive care plans that focus on social determinants of health and care coordination. Other
programs are providing assistance with scheduling appointments and appointment reminders.
Further, patients are generally unaware that they are involved in a formal program for NFF CCM
and have different levels of engagement with the care manager, but most perceive value in the
additional support (i.e. monthly telephone calls from the care manager). The copay for this
service may be a barrier to patient acceptance of the program when patients are not also eligible
for Medicaid and would have to pay the copay out-of-pocket. To avoid this issue, some
organizations are targeting patients who are dually eligible for Medicare and Medicaid.
Conclusions: Findings provide insight about variation in scope and depth of NFF CCM services.
Patient perspectives indicate varying experiences with NFF CCM. Implications for Policy or
Practice: Based on these findings, we might expect different health outcomes across
organizations. Future research should examine the relationship between NFF CCM program
design and health outcomes.
2. Post-ACA Racial Disparity of Eye Examinations Among the U.S. Non-Institutionalized
Population with Diabetes: 2014 – 2015
1
1
2
1
Alisha Monnette, MPH M. Kristina Wharton, MPH , Yingnan Zhao, PhD , Vivian Fonseca, PhD
1
and Lizheng Shi, PhD 1. Tulane University School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine, New
Orleans, LA; 2. Xavier University of Louisiana, New Orleans LA
ABSTRACT: Research Objective: Diabetic retinopathy (DR), a microvascular complication of
diabetes mellitus, is the leading cause of blindness among adults ages 20 to 74. The American
Diabetes Association recommends annual eye examinations for people with diabetes, however
it’s evidenced that that DR is more prevalent among racial and ethnic minorities. This study aims
to assess the racial and ethnic disparities of eye examination rates among adults in the U.S. with
diabetes after the increased access initiatives of the Affordable Care Act. Study Design &

Methods: Annual data from the 2014-2015 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS)
Household Component data files were analyzed. The study population included people with
diabetes aged 18 and older and compared non-Hispanic whites to non-white racial minorities.
People with at least one dilated eye examination were categorized as receiving an eye
examination. Ordinary least squares and probit regression models were used to assess the
likelihood of receiving an eye examination based on multiple socio-demographic characteristics.
Stata version 13.1 was used to analyze data. Results: Our sample included a total of 1,308
adults diagnosed with diabetes, 34.33% of whom were white and 65.67% were a non-white racial
minority. In 2015, minority populations were found to be 7% less likely to receive an eye
examination compared to their white counterparts (p-value < .001). However, controlling for age,
gender, and education, we found that race is no longer a significant factor in determining eye
examinations received. Conclusions: Race and socio-economic characteristics are associated
with access to eye examinations among people with diabetes.
3. Ethnic Differences in Diabetic Complications in a Large Healthcare System
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LA; Ochsner Health System Center for Applied Health Services Research, New Orleans, LA,
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Tulane University School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine, New Orleans, LA; Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Louisiana, Baton Rouge, LA
ABSTRACT: Objective: To investigate race and sex differences in diabetic complications
between African-American and white patients in Louisiana’s largest integrated healthcare delivery
system. Methods: We performed a prospective cohort study of 27,113 African Americans and
40,431 whites with diabetes between Jan. 1, 2013 and Oct. 10, 2017. The duration of follow-up
was tabulated from the date of the first recorded documentation of diabetes to the date of the
recorded diagnosis of one of the four disease outcomes of interest, death of inpatients by Oct. 31,
2017. Results: The age- and sex-adjusted incident rates per 1,000 person-years and 95%
confidence intervals (CI) of coronary heart disease (CHD), heart failure (HF), stroke, and endstage renal disease (ESRD) for African-American patients with diabetes were 43.1 (95% CI 41.644.6), 36.6 (35.2-37.9), 29.6 (28.4-30.8), and 38.3 (36.9-39.7), respectively. Compared with
African-American patients with diabetes, white patients with diabetes had a higher age- and sexadjusted incident rate of CHD [46.2 (44.8-47.5)] and lower rates of heart failure [26.6 (25.7-27.5)],
stroke [25.5 (24.6-26.4)] and ESRD [27.5 (26.5-28.5)]. Results were further confirmed by Cox
models. Conclusion: African Americans with diabetes have higher risks of heart failure, stroke
and ESRD than white counterparts, whereas whites with diabetes have a higher risk of CHD than
African-American counterparts.
4. A review of definition of smoking status when using electronic medical/health records and
claims databases in studies
Yixue Shao, Lizheng Shi
Tulane University School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine, New Orleans, LA
ABSTRACT: Background: Smoking is a crucial factor in epidemiological studies as a
confounder or covariate. Traditional studies obtain this information through questionnaires or
interviews, however, whether a criterion documented in literature to define smoking status in
studies with electronic medical/health records (EMR/EHR) or claims databases was inconclusive.
Objective: To identify how to define smoking status in previous studies with large databases of
EMR/EHR or claims. Method: A literature search was conducted using the PubMed database
(1980-2017). Search terms and strategies for PubMed were as followed: using [all fields] to
search “smoking status” (or “smoker”) and “database” (or “dataset”). Included studies: a) had
clearly defined smoking status; b) used databases of EMR/EHR or claims; c) had a sample size
over 10,000 patients. Result: A total of 1449 studies were initially retrieved and reviewed. After
further review from the retrieved studies, 47 studies that met all eligibility criteria were finally
selected. These studies mainly included databases of American College of Surgeons National
Surgical Quality Improvement Program, QRESEARCH, The Health Improvement Network and
Veteran Affairs (VA). Overall, smoking status was often stored in narrative text in medical records
in these studies. 22 studies defined smoking status based on current-smoker status (within a

given time period). 10 studies used daily tobacco smoked amount variable to categorize smoking
status. At last, in other 15 studies, smoking status was defined based on a combination of current
smoking status and smoking history (pack year or cigarettes amount). International Classification
of Diseases (ICD) code to identify smoking status was not clarified in these studies. Conclusion:
With various studies taking smoking status into consideration, there is still lack of a universal
method to define and most of studies with EMR/EHR, or claims databases just mentioned
categories.

5. IMeta-analysis of Serum Uric Acid (SUA) and Cardiovascular Events in Diabetes

Population
Yixue Shao, Hui Shao, Lizheng Shi
Tulane University School of Public Health and Tropical Medicine, New Orleans, LA
ABSTRACT: Background: Recent studies found elevated serum uric acid (SUA) level were
associated with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) progression. However, whether SUA level was
associated with the development of cardiovascular events was inconclusive. Objective: To
explore the association between SUA level and risk of cardiovascular events and all-cause
mortality among patients with T2DM. Method: A systematic literature search was conducted
using the Web of Science (1980-2017) and PubMed database (1980-2017). Search terms and
strategies for PubMed were as follows: using [Title/Abstract] or [MeSH Terms] to search
“diabetes”, “serum uric acid”, “cardiovascular disease”, and “all-cause mortality”. Studies that
reported associations between SUA and cardiovascular events (i.e., coronary heart disease
(CHD) and stroke), and all-cause mortality in patients with T2DM were identified, and these
associations were extracted and converted into hazard ratio (HR) of cardiovascular events per
59μmol/l SUA increase. Meta-analysis was conducted to synthesize the associations between
SUA level and risk of cardiovascular events, using random effect model to account for possible
study heterogeneity. Heterogeneity was assessed using I2, and the meta-analysis was performed
using Stata 12.0. This study was conducted in compliance with the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guideline. Results: 6 (n=11,750 patients), 4
(n=3034 patients) and 2 studies (n=7792 patients) were identified reporting associations between
SUA level and all-cause mortality, CHD and stroke respectively. HR for all-cause mortality, CHD,
and stroke per 59 μmol/l increase was 1.06 (95% CI: 1.03, 1.08), 1.00 (95% CI: 0.98, 1.02) and
1.18 (95% CI: 1.07, 1.28), respectively. Heterogeneity bias was found in the analyses.
Conclusion: Overall, SUA were associated with higher risk of all-cause mortality and stroke.
However, we found no significant association between SUA level and CHD among T2DM
population.

